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GRADUATION TIME — A Murray High School graduating class of 151
received diplomas Thursday night in ceremonies at Lovett Auditorium.
Don Henry, chairman of the Murray Independent Board of 'Education,
Exercises Held In Lovett Auditorium
delivered the commencement address, while Stacy Overbey, valedictorian,
and Harry Fannin, salutatorian, also spoke.
Staff Moto av Debbie N. tee
Murray High School Graduates 151
One hundred and fifty-one Murray
High School seniors received diplomas
Thursday evening in ceremonies at
Lovett Auditorium. A large audience of
relatives and friends heard Don Henry,
chairman of the board of education and
father of a senior, speak on the subject,
"The Power To See It Through."
The Murray High School Band, under
:he direction of James Light, played the
processional and recessional.
Gena Lovett, third honor graduate
and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lemon
Lovett, gave the invocation. Jerry
Kelly, son of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald L.





A guilty' verdict and 'a recom-
mendation of life imprisonment was
handed down Thursday afternoon by a
McCracken County Circuit Court jury
against a 24-year-old Calloway County
man, Hal B. Cathey, charged with the
murder of his girlfriend.
The seven woman-five man jury
deliberated about four hours .before
returning its decision. Cathey will .be
sentenced by Circuit Judge Lloyd ,
Emory at 9 a.m. June 8. Penalty for the
murder charge ranges from 20 years to
life imprisonment.
Closing statements were made by
defense attorney Marvin Prince and
Assistant Commonwealth Attorney
Mike Tilley prior to the case being
submitted to the jury shortly before
midday. The decision followed .three
days Of tesfuneny: 
_
Cathey, Route 4, Murray, was
charged in the June 7 beating and
subsequent death of ViFki McChesney,
77, a Murray State Uhiversity senior
from Princeton. Ms. McChesney died •
July 23 at Western Baptist Hospital in
Paducah. The McCracken County
coroner attributed her death to severe
head injuries received from a beating
with a blunt instrument.
Cathey was originally indicted in
Calloway County, however, jurisdiction
in the case was transferred to
McCracken County because the victim
died in the Paducah hospital.
A senior quartet, directed by Mrs.
Joan Bowker, sang.
The salutatory was given by Harry
Fannin, son of Mr. and Mrs. Talmadge
E. Fannin. The second honor graduate
welcomed the audience.
Terry Smith, president of the class of
1979, introduced Henry. •
The valedictory was given by Stacy
Overbey, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Don
Overbey and the top honor graduate.
She challenged the class to make its
contribution. •••
Assistant Principal JOhn• Hina
recognized the hamar studehts for the
class.
Honor students who had an average
of 94 percent or better for four years
included Sharon Blodgett, Duane
Dycus, Harry Fannin, Debbie Geurin,
Jerry Kelly, Holly LaMastus, Germ
Lovett, Stacy Overbey, Mike Pitts,
Terry Smith, Brad Taylor, Laura
Watkins and Pat Whitlow.
Hina presented awards in 12 different
areas including curricular and co-
curricular activities.
The outstanding student in art .was
Debi Henry, daughter of Mr, and Mrs.
Don Henry. The Anon Award,
presented by the Lions Club to arnior
instrumental music student, w nt to
Sharon Blodgett, daughtef of Dt. and
Mrs. Frank Blodgett.
Francie Outland, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Dale Outland, received the
business education award. The vocal
music award went to Charles Vella, son
of Mrs. Norma Vella.
Stacy Overbey received both the
English and French awards. The home
economics award was presented to
Dana Mansfield, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Mansfield.
The mathematics award was given to
Jerry Kelly. Harry Fannin received the
science award.
The Woodman of the World Arnertean
History award was presented to Terry
Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard R.
Smith. Smith was also governor of
Kentucky Youth Assembly this spring.
which is an elected statewide position of
honor.
Debbie Geurin, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill G. Geurin, received the award
in speech. She will enter the national
competition along with Mark Austin, a
freshman, in June.
In vocational education, Pattie Craig,
daughter of Mrs. Minnie Craig,
received the distributive education
award, and Lisa Wallin, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Wallin, received the
business and office award.
The outstanding senior student for
1979 was Stacy Overbey.
The following students have received
scholarships: Murray State University
board of regents, Karen Bailey, Sharon
Blodgett, Howard Boone, John
Denham, Duane Dycus, Jenny Francis,
Debbie Geurin, Linda Horner, Jerry
iseily, Mike Kurz, Holly LaMastus,
Dana Mansfield, Laura Watkins and
David Willoughby.
Others are the Ruby Simpson fresh-
man scholarship in home economics,
Karen Bailey; Rotary, Mitzi Cathey;
DECA, Pattie Craig; Walter Blackburn
Memorial Scholarship, Harry Fannin;
Speech and Theatre, Debbie Geurin;
Murray State University music
department and also a Phi Mu Alpha
music scholarship, James Harrison;
mathematics, Jerry Kelly; Annette
Schmidt Art, Heather Kodman; Alumni
Century Club, Geria Lovett; State FHA,
Dana M3nsfield; journabsm, Francie
Outland', Manesa-Cutler at Ohio
University, Mike Pitts; Murray State
University presidential, Terry Smith;
Lion's Club, Stacy Stalls; Murray State
University •golf, Lynn Sullivan;
engineering physics, Brad Taylor; and
George Hart Memorial Scholarship and
a scholarship to Georgetown College,
Mark Young.
The Ty Holland scholarship was
awarded to Jeff Kursave. The Lucille
Austin French scholarship was
presented to Stacy Overbey. The P.T.O.
scholarships went to Jerry Kelly and
Stacy Overbey,
The top five students in the class of
1979 are as follows: fifth, Jerry Kelly,
average 96.43; fourth, Pat Whitlow, ,
average 96.64; third, Gena Lovett,'
average 96.76; salutatorian, Harry
Fannin, average 96.81; valedictorian,
Stacy Overbey, average 97.29.
Superintendent of Schools Robert
Glin Jeffrey presented diplomas to the
151 graduates.
Ushers for the evening were juniors
Mark Barber, George Bell, Terry
Brown, Mark Denham, Mark Overbey,
Rich Rollins, Nicky Swift and Kevin
Vaughn.
McBrayer Charges Brown Object
Of Suit; Brown Says 'No Merit'
By The Associated Press
A Democrat running for 'governor
said Wednesday that an opponent was
the object of a 3-year-old lawsuit, the
opponent said it had not been deter-
mined he was a proper party to the suit,
and a third contender said allegations
among rivals were helping him.
Former state Commerce Com-
missioner Terry McBrayer Said John
Y. Brown Jr., who has said he has' done
business for 25 years without a lawsuit.
is the object of a suit recently tran-
Holiday To Be Observed
The Memorial Day holiday on
Monday, May 28, will be observed by
many of the local offices and
businesses in Murray and Calloway
County.
All offices in the Calloway County
Court House and all offices in the
City Hall Building, except the Police
and Fire Departments, will be
closed for the day.
Other government offices will also
be closed including the local post
offices. No city or county delivery of
mail will be made on Monday. The
lobby of the Murray Postoffice will
be open for The deposit of mail, but
mail must be io,,4the postoffice by
3:30 p.m. to go out that day, ac-
cording to G. B. Jones, superin-
tendent of mails at Murray.
The Murray Ledger & Times will
publish on Monday, but an early
deadline will be observed, according
to Gene McCutcheon, managing
editor of the daily newspaper..
Many businesses in the area will
be open -for business as usual on
Monday and several have an-
nounced . special Memorial Day
Sales.
sferred to Kentucky.
Brown said the suit, by a basketball
player, originally was filed against the
American Basketball Association and
the Indiana Pacers and his name was
added later. "I don't think there's .any
merit to it," he said:
Former Lon-is-Ville Mayor Harvey
Sloane said "mudslinging" am, -4
rivals was helping him in the race
Brown campaigned in Ben*.
Fulton, La Center„tardwell, Calh,
iand Paducah; Mograyer in Louisve
and Bath Cou ty; Sloane at Paducah,
Henderson an Owensboro; U.S. Rep
Carroll Hubbard in Hopkins, Christ;an,
Calloway and Marshall counties; and
Li. Gov. Thelma Stovall in Hodgenville,
Larue, Union and Webster counties
Republican former Gov. Louie Nunn
attended a reception at the Frankfort
Country Club, and Bowling Green
lawyer Ray White, who challenges him
for the GOP nomination, addressed a
state Fraternal Order of Police con-
vention in Bowling Green and had a
fundraising dinner and show feat-
country music perormer Roy Acuff .;
Louisville,
McBrayer
McBrayer held a news conference at
an apartment building for the elder. '
outline plans for senior citizens. He t.,.1
reporter l afterward that Brown.
-...
although he said he had not had a suit,
"just had one yesterday transferred
from New York to the (U.S. District
Court for the Eastern District of
Kentucky. . .some kind of breach of
contract or something, I don't know."
He said Kentuckians would be "buying
a pig in a poke" if they voted for Brown
without seeing his tax returns.
In the news conference, he said he
had a comprehensive platform for
senior citizens that would include
services to the elderly in their homes,
improved transportation ofiar the
elderly, preventive health care and
espanion of the Medicaid program.
A Brown aide who talked to the
candidate's lawyers said hundreds of
suits were filed when the American
Basketball Association merged with the
National Basketball Association, and
Brown's name was added to a suit
Originally filed by player Dwight
Lamar against the ABA and the
Indiana Pacers. He, said the courts in
New York ruled Brown was not a party
to the suit.
Brown acciiiedVcBrayer of making
"irresponsible charges" and said as for
tax returns, "It's a little misleading
with McBrayer; who represents an
administration that's convening a
See CA %IPA IGN.
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Construction on a multi-million dollar
addition to the Murray Fisher-Price
Plant is expected to begin within a few
weeks, officials of the company and its
parent company, Quaker Oats, an-
nounced today.
The addition, which is to be con-
structed on the south side of the present
plant north of Murray, will house a new
plastic molding facility which is being
added to the Murray operation.
Scheduled for operation next year, the
40,000 sqtare 'foot addition will include
both injection and blow molding
machines arid, according to the com-
pany, will advance the Murray plant to
a full service manufacturing entity
combining assembly, warehousing,
distribution and molding functions.
According to Paul F. Kiesow,-Murray
plant manager, the net effect of the new
molding facility will be reduced costs
and stabilization of molding operations.
Kiesow also said that the new facility in
Murray will mean the creation of about
150 jobs with the potential to grow
further. In the' peak season last year,
the-Murray-Plant employed over 800
people.
"We're very happy about the ex-
pansion -plans," Kiesow said. "This
latest development will strengthen this
facility and- reflects our belief and
confidence in the Murray community.
We are highly appreciative of the
tremendous support and good will
shown by the citizens of Murray since
we started operation here six years
ago."
Action taken by the Murray Common
Council at it's meeting Thursday is
making the expansion possible, Quaker
and Fisher-Price officials said. The
council has agreed that the city will be
the issuer of industrial revenue bonds to
assist in the financing of the project.
The bonds will be backed by the full
faith and credit of the Quaker Oats
Company. The exact amount of bonds
to be issued will depend on the cost of
the project,-tax regulations and various
financial considerations according to
Verinder K. Syal, assistant treasurer of
Quaker Oats. The total issue of bonds is
not to exceed $10,000,000.
According to Harvey Busch, vice
president for manufacturing of Fisher-
Price, the addition of the 150 new
employees will he "pretty much im-
mediate" once the facility is completed
and the equipment installed.
"It's not the kind of epansion
operation you grow into," Busch said.
"We will install the molding machines
in sequence and grow as fast as we can
train operators."
• Busch, who attended Thursday's
council_ meeting along with Syal and
Kiesow, told the council,:
"We appreciate pie relationship
Fisher-Price enjoys with the city of
Murray and all its citizens: It's been a
pleasure since/the first day we came
here." • /
The Mir(' y plant, part of the Fisher-
Price do estic manufacturing netwoll
since 1973, is primarily responsible for
assembly and distribution of the
company's Crib and Playpen line for
fants. Last year, Fisher-Price sold




An ordinance establishing only one
ward in the city of Murray for future
city council elections will be drawn as a
result of a 6-5 vote by members of the
present council Thursday. The action
came following a lengthy discussion
among council members concerning
how many wards should be established
in the city.
(This Tuesday's council primary has
been' directed by Calloway County
-Circuit Court Judge James M. Lassiter
to be held as a one ward election, a
departure from the two ward procedure
used for the past 23 years. Lassiter's
order was handed down after it was
discovered that a resolution approved
by the council in 1956, which was
thooght, to have split the city into two
Wards, was not legally adopted.
(City residents will be voting for up to
12 of the 17 candidates listed on the city
council ballot with the top 12 vote-
getters receiving the nominations to the
council. In past years, under the two
ward set-up, the top six vote getters in
each of the two wards have reeived the
nominations.
"I have no objection to changing the
wards except going to the one ward
system," councilman Dave Willis said,
"With either two, four or six wards, you
are assured someone will be
represented from each section of the
city," Willis added.




Classifieds 14, 15, 16, 17
Comics '  14
Crossword 14
Dear Abby 3
Dr. Lamb  2
Horoscope 3
Local Scene 2  3
Opinion Page 4
Sports 6, 7, 8
TV Week.   16 Pages
clear and cool
Clear and cool tonight. Lows in
the low to mid 40s. Sunny and
warmer Saturday. Highs in the
low to mid 70s.
Kentucky Extended Forkast
Fair Sunday. ‘Chance of
showers' Monday, ending
Tuesday. Cool through the
period. Daytime highs in the 70s
Overnight lows generally in the
50s.
come up at this time," councilman C. C.
Lowry said. Lowry added that he felt
'the one-ward ordinance should be
adopted at this time but that the
population of the city should be studied
before. the 1981 council el on and any
changes needed could loelPnade then.
City planner Steve Zea pointed out to
the council that the 1980 census would
provide block population counts for the
city and those counts should be
received in early January of 1981.
Mayor Melvin B. Henley advised the
council that the next session of the
Kentucky General Assembly might also
make changes in the statutes affecting
third class cities and advised the
council to await such action prior to
making a change in the ward set-up.
Councilman Billy Balentine, who
earlier in the meeting offered a motion
to table action on the one ward or-
dinance which was defeated 6-5, then
proposed that the mayor appoinnt a
committee to assess available
population statistics from the U. S.
Bureau of Census and Murray State
University-with the idea of dividing the
city into equally populated wards at a
later date.
The mayor was directed to appoint
such a committee in January of 1980.
In other action the council:
— Approved an ordinance seng the
salary' of the police chief.
— Approved an ordinance rezoning a
section of the North Hills Subdivision
from commercial to residential use.
— Approved on first reading an
amendment to the city's personnel
ordinance giving the mayor rather than
the council authority to hir-e'and fire
non-supervisory city workers.
Approved the drawing of an or-
dinance establishing four-way stops at
the intersections of 17th and Fariner
and 17th and Miller.
— Established June -7 as the next
meeting date rather tin the regular
date of June 14.
Blackford's Grocery
Store To Be Site Of
New Faxon Precinct
The Faxon precinct will be held-in the
Joe Bleekford- grocery store, Route 3,
according to MariiiiiTliFfis, Calloway
County clerk,
He added that the grocery store was
verified this morning as the voting
place The precinct had been located In
the old Faxon school, Harris said.
.fft41•••••...-
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SUPERIOR RATING - The Murray High 
School Mixed Chorus, directed by 
Joan Bowker, received a superior ratin
g
at the American Music Festival held
 at Opryland, USA, Nashville, Tenn.
 Following the three days of comp
etition, a
special disco party and a full day at th
e Opryland musical entertainmen
t park was held for the participants. 
Com-
peting in the festival were 106 high 
school groups from around the c
ountry. Pictured, left to right, kneelin
g, Rhonda
Manners, Teresa *Mohundro, Zandra 
Hughes; seated, loan Bowker, dire
ctor, lennell Tharpe, Tammy Ford, Ju
dy
Cogdell, Lisa Outland, Gerilyn Garla
nd, Susan Perrin, Charles Vella, Kim 
Whitten; back, Marva Payne, Ho Schme
her,
Kevin Cole, Karlesla Catlett, Craig By
rd, Becky Hough, Jennifer Tharpe, 
Molly Valentine, Kim Walls, Belinda Bu
mphis,
Artie Petty, Craig Thurman, Donna Haw
s, Barbara Henson, Marla Alex
ander, Anita Smith, Eric Miller, Deanna Be
ard,
and Cindy Walker. Not pictured are
 Rhonda Harris, Pat Kiesow, Athia 
Parham, and Sus Payne.
Photo Br Kaye Peeble,
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Mrs. Major Gives Highlights
Of Australian Tour At Meet
Mrs. William Major, a Delta
member, was the speaker for
the regular meeting of the
Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held on
May fl at the club house.
FrOrn many world travel
expqriences, Mrs. Major
chose to relate highlights of a
recent three weeks tour in-
volving New Zealand and
Australia. Accompanying the
Majors were Mr. and Mrs.
Cleland White (the former
Martha Wadlington), Cadiz,
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Howe, Knoxville, Tenn. Mr.
Howe was the former director
of Land Between The Lakes.





enlightened by the discussion
of the unique history, customs,
charm and potential of these
countries, a spokesman said.
As she related her travel
experience, she distributed
items from a display table to
reinforce the type of culture
found in each of the countries
Questions which she en-
tertained at the close of the
discussion indicated a par-
ticular interest in the type of
people, native animals, and
growth possibilities. Mr. and
Mrs. Major were instrumental
in bringing the first travel
agency to Murray, The Far
Land Travel Agency.
Hostesses for the salad
supper were: Mrs. Nell
Hendon, Mrs. Mayrelle Clark,
Miss Ruth Lassiter, Mss
Lorene Swann, Miss Vanda
Gibson, and Mrs. Novella
Morgan. Mrs. Mary Jane
Littleton was a guest.
Miss Louise Swann,
department chairman,
presided during the business
session, and 'recognized
committee chairmen and
officers for annual reports.
Mrs. Lucille Thurman
presented the financial report.
A discussion on the proposed
change in the Murray
Woman's Club Constitution
was led by the chairman, Mrs.
Ruth Kennedy and Mrs. Edna
Gowans, members of the
Advisory Committee.
Hostesses for the MWC
general meeting on May 7,
serving from Delta Depart-
ment were Mrs. Jo Nell
Rayburn, chairman, Mrs.
Leone Travis, Mrs. Edna
Gowans, Mrs. Roberta Tarry,
and Mrs. Ruth Kennedy.
The yearly report of the
Departmeat was made by the
Chairman and Miss Swann
expressed appreciation to the
department officers and for
their support and contribution
to I978-79 activities and
programs of the year to Delta
as well as to the General Club.
Members were requested to
give suggestions to the of-
ficers -for next year through a
Graffiti-type questionnaire as
to types of meetings, program
topics, changes in time for-
mat.
Other members par-




thought; Mrs. Oneida Ford,
invocation.







Mrs. NtEple Mason's Students Give
Program For Friends, Families
Students of Mrs. Neale B.
Mason played a program of
piano music for their families
and friends on Sunday af-
ternoon, May 20, in the Recital
Hall Annex of the Fine Arts
Complex.
The pianists performed
music representing a wide
variety of styles, from Bach
and Handel to Gershwin, and
in solo, duet, and duo corn-
binations.
Especially notable were two
selections played at two
pianos by the Junior Class
Ensemble, the "Ballet" from
"Petite Suite" for piano duet
by Debussy, performed by
Lisa Hunter and her mother,
Mrs. Eugene Hunter of
Farmington, and two pieces
by Gliere performed by Lynne
Outland and Leslie Poole at
two pianos.
Soloists appearing on the
program were Tighe Morris,
Mitzi McDougal, Kim
Wilham, Claire Bell, Deena
Dailey, Mark Hunting, Mark
Austin, and Lynne Outland, all
of Murray.
Also performing in the
recital were Martha Fern and
Jay Fern, Calvert City, Leslie
Poole, Benton, Cindy
Galloway, Mayfield, and Use
Hunter, Farmington.
Mrs. Mason presented year-
end certificates which were
earned by the students





awards in the junior class
were Mitzi McDougal and
HEALTH
Thyroid and cholesterol
Lawrence E. Lam,b, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - Does
the thyroid gland influence
the amount of cholesterol in
the blood' If a person is low
in hormones would that in-
fluence the cholesterol
lever I'm a female, age 55,
and have taken thyroid for
30 years. My concern is that
my cholesterol is 365.
At 43 I had a hysterectomy
and at 52 I had a third of one
breast remoVed because of
fibrocystic disease. This is
the second time I've had to
Before her fate is sealed by ne deep,








The greatest adventure story ever filmed.., is not yet over.
-BEYOND THE POSEIDON ADVENTURE"
Starring MICHAEL CAINE • SALLY FIELD • TELLY SAVALAS • PETER BOYLE • JACV WARDEN • SHIRLE
Y KNIGHT • SLIM PICKENs . and SHIRLEY JONES
and KARL MALDEN as -Wilbur" • Screenplay by NELSON BIDDING • Based upon a Novel by PAUL GAL
LICO • Produced and Owected by IRWIN ALLEN
Music by JERRY FIELDING • TeCnoicolor • • PaniMion - • From vva'..itV Zros 0-A11.er/ter CatItetf.AnatioasCe
13,9 •••••• 11,11,C 
-PG*PMENHE MIKREFelli ••••••
1,1.. +Cm.. V .0, SI Su I .01 MN "MOM
Starts Tonite
.have cysts removed so the
surgeon recommended that
I quit taking hormones com-
pletely As a result, the
menopause has started
again for me. My bones are
aching and I'm always tired.
DEAR READER - Yes,
the thyroid gland does influ-
ence your cholesterol level.
Individuals who. have an
overactive thyroid some-
times have a low cholester-
ol. This may be secondary to
the increased metabolism
that causes these Individuals
to lose weight. The typical
person with an overactive
thyroid may eat a lot but he
often uses more calories
than he consumes and de-
pletes the body's fat stores.
By contrast, a person with
an underactive thyroid tends
to get fat even on a low-
calorie diet and the choles-
terol level may become ele-
vated. I'd like to point out,
however, that mast people's
problem with obesity is 'not
related to an underactive
thyroid gland. Women in the
childbearing age seldom de-
velop coronary artery dis-
ease and one reason for this
may be the amount of
female hormones formed
during those years
Most doctors would agree
with your surgeon that if you
have lumpy breasts, you
shouldn't take female hor-
mones. Women with normal
breasts can often use hor-
mones without any difficul-
ties unless, of course, they
develop a lump and at that
point the hormones are usu-
ally stopped Of course, you
needn't worry about cancer
of the uterus since you've
already had a hysterectomy.
You may be worried about
what's going to happen to
your bones so I'm going to
send you The Health letter
number 6-10, Osteoporosis.
Bone Softening Female hor-
mones seem to delay this
process and are helpful but
there are other measures
you can follow which will
help too One of the most
important ones is to be sure
you have enough calcium in
your diet. That usually
means using the amount of
calcium that's present in
about a quart of fortified
skim milk each day. Other
readers who want this issue
can send 50 cents with a
long, stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope for it. Send
your request to line in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
New York, NY 10019.
A number of women with
extensive fibrocystic dis-
ease of the breast have had
their breasts removed and a
prosthesis inserted instead
This would remove almost
all of the danger that you'd
ilevo-44--amji-4hitaira.
problems and might make A
4
possible for you to take
female hormones if your
needed to do so. Of course,
you'd need to discuss this
with your doctor and see
what he thinks would be best
for you.
I have mixed feelings
about these operations but I -
do. know a number of women
who have had them and have
been very pleased with the
results. There is room to
argue both for and against
such procedures.
Tisha Morris, and in the senior
class, Leslie Poole and Mark
Husaurig.
Awards for exceptional
progress during the year were
given to Deeps Dailey and
Leslie Poole in the senior
clan, and to Martha Fern in
the junior class.
Special trophies were
presented to Cindy Galloway,
Claire Bell, and Mitzi
McDougal for perfect class
attendance.
Certficates were also
awarded to all of the students
who had appeared in the
season's recitals sponsored by
the Murray Music Teachers
Association: Mark Austin,
Lynne Outiit bmna Dailey,
Leslie Poole, Jay Fern, Mark
Hussung, and Lisa Hunter.
RETURN HOME
Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Cook
have just returned from
California where they visited
their_daughter, Kathie Cook.
They also visited Mrs. Cook's
sister, Mrs. Gray Roberts and
Me. Roberts, and their nephew
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Gray Roberts, while there.
They were joined in California
by their other daughter, Mrs.
James Saderstrom and
children, Rachel and Amy, of
Austin, Minn.
1 
Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
if P are pleased to an'
nuance that Tina But-.
terworth. bride-elect of
Keith Skinner has selec-
ted her china and
stainless from our com-
plete bridal registrv.
Tina and Keith will
be married June 15.
/974.
The Showcase
7534541 121 By 'P..,
4,111 .4.3,14C4-$11C4A 1141.)1P10141A ICAVII WI 4
S- ' r••-•-•....
Wo beef trip am bewIllvl I. tabs Illemowlel ley firm. law Dup.
Bony Selisisle 11 co., 71111 p.s.-7:15 pm. felleary kboduis 21111 pm.;
3.21 p.a., 7:1S p.a. After Labs. Oil 211/1 p.m. WIT
KENLAKE STATE PARKS NEWEST ATTRACTION!
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  Frances Drake
FOR SATURDAY, MAY 26, 1479
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 191
You may have too many
irons in the fire. Too many
things on your mind can
unpede judgment. Someone
may renege on a promise.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20)
Hidden costs affect finan-
ces. Be careful when making
purchases. A so-called
bargain may not meet your
requirements. Be skeptical.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20) UJV
If you have second thoughts
about a planned encounter, be
sure to inform the other party
of your intentions Confusion
possible.
CANCER
June 21 to July 22
Don't let moments by
yourself lead to a bout of
melancholia. The unkind
words of an acquaintance
could catch you off guard.
LEO
July 23 to Aug. 22) 4/2'f4t
Deceptive currents prevail
in the social whirl. A con-




Aug. 23 to Sept. n
Be careful of chicanery in
money dealings. Business
after hours has a deceptive
note. Not a good time for
signing papers.
LIBRA
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22i
Discussions with • advisers
are liable to prove un-
satisfactory. When all is said




Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) ril/el*
Something could go wrong
regarding joint investment
plans. Efforts to clarify the
situation right now are inef-
fectual. Bide your time.
erer-A
SAGITTARIUS •
) Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 )
A social occasion starts off
OK. but as the party goes on a
friend could be sarcastic.
Don't get caught in the middle
of a dispute.
(' APRICORN 
Icc(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19>
You may not accomplish as
much work as you like. What's
more someone could be
critical Temporarily, you're
liable to quit the project.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 29 to Feb. 18)
The attitude of one at a
distance is gable to be crafty.
Your reaction is one of con-
fusion. You may be unsure of
where you stand.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) )(
Financial support you're
counting on may be with-
drawn for no apparent reason.
Domestic matters seem to be
a cause of concern.
YOU BORN TODAY are
naturally inclined to the arts
and can commercialirp your
talents. Writing, acting,
music, painting, 011 sculpture
are fields in which you can
excel. Your best success
comes when you are willing to
apply yourself and avoid a
tendency to get by on
cleverness. A born executive,
you can succeed in banking,
publishing, law, and
brokerage, but your idealistic
nature inclines you to artistic
endeavors. For your best
success, you need to like your
work -- otherwise, you could
become lazy. Birthdate of;
John Wayne, actor; Peggy




Mrs. Olga Freeman was the
guest speaker at the meeting
of the First United Methodist
Church Women held op May
first at the Hale Chapel.
"Loneliness and Aloneness"
was the theme of the talk by
Mrs. Freeman who is a
member of the Hazel United
Methodist Church, along with
many other organizations. She
is a retired librarian and
teacher from Puryear High
School and the Calloway
County Schools.
Eleanor Diuguia sang 11
solo, "Still Still With Thee,"




by Violet Speight from the
Bessie Tucker Circle.
A report on the Lakeshore
Retreat was presented by
Myrtle Douglas, Joan
Mischke, Lillian Graves,
Rebecca Irvan. and Barbara
Erwin.
Irma La Follette presided
and led the opening prayer.
Reports were given by
Frances Sexton and Maybell
Byers.
Coffee was served prior to
the meeting by members of













Events Listed For Community Calendar
Friday, May 25
Wranglers Riding Club will
nde at the club grounds at 7
p.m.
Friday, May 25
"Owl Prowl," a one hour
search for night creatures,
will start at Center Station,
Land Between the Lakes, at 8
p.m. Each one is to bring a
flashlight.
Bluegrass State Appaloosa
Horse Show will open at 7:30
p.m. at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center. Admission is $2.
-Saturday, May 26
Mr. and Mrs. Solon F.
Darnell will be honored a
reception for their 50th
wedding anniversary from 2 to
5 p.m. at the Community
Room, North Branch, Peoples
Bank. The family requests
__ that guests not bring gifts.
Saturday, May 26
Bluegrass State Appaloosa
Horse Show will open at 9 a.m.
at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center. Admission is $2..
"Tales of Yesteryear" will
be presented at The
Homeplace-1850, Land Bet-
ween the Lakes, at 7:30 p.m.
Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 12 noon at the club
house for its luncheon meeting
with Mrs. W. S. Major as
speaker.
Saturday, May 26
High School Students of
University Church of Christ
will have a banquet honoring
all graduating seniors from all
the Church of Christ
congregations in Calloway
County at 7 p.m. at the
University Branch of the Bank
of Murray. Cost will be $4.50
per person. .
Saturday, May 26
Film, "If I Should Die," will
be shown at Eastwood Baptist




near Coldwater will hold its
annual homecoming.
Murray High School Spring
Sports Banquet, sponsored by
Murray High Booster Club,
will be at 1 p.m. at the West
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center, College
Farm Road. Tickets at $3.50
per plate, will be available at
the door
Woodmen Groups
To Make Bus Trip
To St. Louis, ,Mo.
The annual bus trip by the
Rangers and Rangerettes of
the Woodrnen of the World will
be held on Friday, June 22,
according to local officials.
Heservations for the trip
miist be made by Friday, June
1, so that tickets for the
Cardinals' baseball game at
St. Louis, Mo., for the young
people can be purchased.
The reservations, along with
the proper health form signed,
should be taken or sent to
Grover Burkett, Area
Woodmen of the World
Manager, Murray, by June 1.
The Rangers and
Rangerettes held a skating
party on Monday, May 21, at
Murray Skateland with 65
persons present. This is












Mr. and Mrs. Corme E.
Jones will be honored a
reception at the Community
Room, Murray Federal
Savings and Loan, Seventh
and Main Stceets, from 2 to 5
p.m. The family requests that
guests not bring gifts.
Goshen United Methodist
Church will hold its annual
homecoming.
"Beekeeping at Empire
Farm" will be featured from 1
to 4 p.m. at the Land Between
the Lakes.
Flint Baptist Church will
hold its annual homecoming.
Monday, May IS
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the social hall
of the First United Methodist
Church with Trooper Richard
Wright as speaker. Each is
asked to bring cookies or
snacks for the social hour.
Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will meet at
7 p.m. at the Calloway County
Public Library.
Hazel Community Center
will be closed today.
Oem.-104611,
By Abigail Van Buren
At 79, She's
Taking Course
DEAR ABBY: I am a widow, 79. I live in the same apart-
ment building with a very fine gentlemen. We've become
very good friends. He is 'parried but has a legal separation
from his wife. She won't consent to a divorce unless he gives
her a very large settlement, which he doesn't want to do as
he figures he may outlive her. (She's 82 and he's 83.)
I am not entirely at ease with this man since I am afraid
his wife might sue me, and I have a pretty nice savings ac-
count. She's very clever and I have heard that she still
watches him like a hawk.
He takes me out to dinner;and I have him in for meals.
-We play a little cards, watch a little TV, and when it comes
to romance, he is unbelievable! I think you get the picture.but I'm not looking for trouble—just companionship7
BEA IN THE BRONX -
DEAR BEA: Ask your lawyer how much "companion-
ship" the slaw allows a man in your neighbor's cir-
cumstances. I think I get the picture, but if you aren't
careful, you could get the frame.
DEAR ABBY: A reader in Tuscaloosa, Ala., asked about
yawning, and you said, "It's usually an involuntary opening
of the mouth when you wish others Would shut theirs."
On the contrary. Abby, yawaing occurs when we are mostinterested in what is being said When we are tired and wish
to stay awake, we yawn to get extra oxygen to keep-us alert.Please abolish forever the false notion that yawning is rude.And from now on ;when a speaker sees someone in hisaudience yawning— he can Or assured that his talk isworthwhile!
E.S.R.
DEAR E.S.R.: Yawning in itself is not rude, it's leavingan open mouth uncovered that's rude. However, my wide-awake experts assure me that yawning is a sign of fatigue,drowsiness or boredom.
- DEAR ABBY: I've been married less than a. year andalready realize it's not going to last.
My problem is what to do with all the lovely weddinggifts. Our silver isn't even tarnished yet, but the cash hasbeen spent!
I feel guilty keeping the presents, knowing that this mar-riage was a mistake from the start. Now all we need is thecourage to tell our family and friends.
Is it proper to return ,the gifts? flow about the.cash?
IT'S OVER IN OHIO0
DEAR OVER: According to "The New Emily Post's Eti-quette" by Elizabeth Post 11975):
"Ove the wedding has taken place, gifts are not return-ed, no matter how short the marriage. Strictly speaking, thepresents belong to the wife, but the ugual procedure is forthe husband to keep those items that came from his ownfamily and friends, and those particularly meaningful oruseful to him, while his wife keeps the others."
CONFIDENTIAL TO "ANYONE FOR WHOA! ff ISNOT YET TOO LATE:" The gestation period, of a mother'sadvice is anywhere from one week to 50 yearta. Losing one'smother before having thanked her for the many preciousthings she taught you is one of life's greatest trageclies.
Wedding bells in your future? Whether your lifestyle isbridal gown or blue jeans. Abby lays it all out for you in her
booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding." Send $I and along, stamped 128 cents) self-addressed envelope to Abby:132 Lasky Drive, Beverly inns, Calif. 90212.
ttli IC/hi lelhe lelha irt"'W tel
The
Ire are ple4atell to an-
nounce thai Julia
Outland, br4le.elect of
Tripp Jones. has selected
her china from our corn -
[deli bridal registry.
Julia and Tripp will
be married June 23.
1979.
Showcase








!or the grocery and
It's my job to help you feel at home fast As your
--ifM1k2OlsiE-WAGaililkit.14.1...tailliupply masses},
to your new neighborhood questions and bring a




called me. I hope pt l 
Inge King 
492-8348oewil 
Mary Hamilton 'r 53-5570
-7/
hme• . • • -
Recovery, Inc., is scheduled
to meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Health Center, North Seventh
and Olive Streets.
Parents Anonymous is
scheduled to meet at 7:15 p.m.
For information call 759-1792
or 753-9261.
Murray Country Club
Memorial Day events will
include golf at 4 p.m. with Mr.
and Mrs. Tom Mueldernan in
charge, and potluck at 7 p.m.
with Mr. and Mrs. Ray Lafser
in charge.
All offices in the Calloway
County Court House will be





Citizens Advisory Board, has
been changed to June 5 duet°
the Primary Election.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
not meet due to the Primary
Election.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray





The wedding of Miss Teresa
Kay Smith, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Roy L. Smith of
Murray, to Reza. Timaji, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Abolhassan
Timaji of Broiyerd, Iran, will
be solemnized on Saturday,
May 26, at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of the First United Methdlst
Church.
Officiating at the ceremony
will be the Rev. Rodney
Travis of Benton. A program
of nuptial music wit be
presented by Mrs. Richard
Farrell, organist, and Teresa
Cunningham and Joni
McDougal, singers,
Mrs. Lisa Wilson, twin sister
of the bride-elect, will be the
matron ,of honor. The
bridesmaids will be Miss
Delaine Honchul and Misg
Delorus Honchul.
Best man will be Ali Zar-
negin. Groomsmen will be
Kazem Teherani and Tony
Wilson.
s A reception will follow at the
church fellowship hall.
All friends and relatives are
invited to -attend the wedding
and the reception.
Tuesday, May III
Murray TOPS ( take off
pounds sensibly) Club is
scheduled to meet at the
Health Center at 7 p.m.
Christian Women's
Fellowship of First Christian
Church will meet at 7 p.m. at
the church library with Marie
Taylor, pianist, to present the
program.
"Animal Sounds Concert'
will be featured at 3 p.m. at
Center Station, Land Between
the Lakes.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority,
Woodmen of the World, will
meet at the home of Donna
Garland at 7 p.m.
Library Luncheon
Planned Thursday'
"A Celebration of the Roses" will be the theme of the next
scheduled luncheon to be held Thursday, May 31, at 12 noon
at the Calloway County Public Library. Mrs. Wanda Kirnbro,
library staff member, will be in charge of the event with
other members of the library staff assisting her in the
preparation of food.
Mrs. Kimbro said "Since the area is particularly blessed
with rose gardens and they are at the peak of their blooming
season, we felt this was a perfect time to display and
decorate with them. Several persons have offered to share
their roses and we encourage anyone who would like to do so
to please call us."
Some of the persons who have offered to contribute are
Mrs. Gordon Moody, Mrs. James Hamilton, Mrs. Robbie
Stamps, Mrs. Perry Harrison, Mrs. 0. P. Kunisch,...Mrs.
Desiree Hosick, Mrs. James Hart, Mrs. Ben Trevathan, Mrs.
Ken Adams, Mrs. Lloyd Boyd, and Mrs. A. W. Parker.
Luncheon guests will also be entertained by speech
students from Murray High and Calloway County High
*schools. s.
The menu for the luncheon will consist of fresh strawberry
salad with rose trim, flowering finger sandwiches. cheese .
,wafers made from a special recipe, and minted iced tea. Cost
of the meal will be $1.25 per person and reservations must be
made by noon on Wednesday, May 30.
-As there is limited seating and space fills up quickly, we






Worship   10:45a.m.
Worship 6.09p.m.
Wednesday: Bible Classes
South of Murray on
Old Murray-Paris Road.
For Transportation
on one of our buses
phone 492-8206
7.00 p.m.
Gospel Broadcast: Sunday 8:30 Ail.
WNBS RADIO (1340)
Searching the Scriptures: Sunday 12:30 P.M.
WBBJ-TV. Ch. 7 -
"A Warm and Friendly Welcome Awaits Yee
Two time Go.pel Gritrernt • inner
8 p.m., Saturday, June 2,
West Kentucky Expo Center
Mutray,_ lientucky
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Paul was concerned that the
Christians in Corinth cultivate the
grace of generosity as a fruit of
Christian faith, as a token of love to
their brethren in real need, and as an
appropriate response to the matchless
love of God in Christ. He was hopeful
that they would count it a privilege to
give voluntarily, cheerfully anda
bountifully.
I. The Rules For Giving. II Corin-
thians 196-9!
Paul likened the method of Christian
giving to a farmer sowing his seed,
whose harvest is determined by the
measure of his sowing.
T. God's children should give..
generously. Verse 6. If any Christian
wants an abundant harvest of spiritual
blessings from God, generosity must
characterize his giving. One should
remember that it is an absolute cer-
tainty that a Christian steward cannot
outgive God.
2. God's children should give pur-
posefully. Verse 7a. Christian giving
should never be a hit-or-miss
proposition, but a systematic and
regular practice. Probably no two
Christians will have an equal amount to
give, but none should be deprived of the
privilege of giving, or of the blessing
derived therefrom. Whatever the
Christian has in his possession, whether
the amount be small or large, he holds
it as a trust from the Lord. In his
support of God's work, he should not
give in order to receive the praise of
men, but because he loves the Lord and
is anxious to advance His work. He
should give with an eye single to the
glory of God.
3. God's children should give
cheerfully. Verse 7b. People should not
give grudgingly or regretfully as
though their gifts had been wrung from
them. Giving should be spontaneous
Business Mirror
and hilarious, for "God loveth a
cheerful giver." When believers give
out of hearts of love for the Lord and in
the right spirit, giving is one of their
most enjoyable experiences. Unfor-
tunately many have never experienced
the real joy that comes from giving to
the Lord for the propagation of His
gospel and the progress of His work.
II. The Results of Giving. II Corin-
thians 9:10-15.
Scriptural giving results in numerous
blessings to the donors. It brings them
into closer fellowship with God. In
many and unanticipated ways God
rewards faithful stewards. The practice
of scriptural giving bripgs down the
divine blessings in such ways that one's
capacity to give is enlarged. As one
Christian expressed it, "The more I
give, the more I have to give."
Scriptural giving provides the means
which are needed for carrying on the
work of the Lord. Faithfulness in
Christian stewardship stimulates
thanksgiving to God. In giving in the
manner which pleases God, one is
reminded of the insignificance of all
human giving when compared with the
wondrous and boundless grace of God
in giving the Son of His love to be our
Saviour. It leads us to say with Paul,
"Thanks be unto God .for his un-
speakable gift." "Unspeakable"
literally means "not yet full ex-
pounded."
The "unspeakable gift" to which Paul
referred was Jesus Christ, Who came
from heaven to earth in order that men
might be saved and eventually be
admitted into the wonderful home in-
heaven which Christ has prepared for
them. This gift was unspeakably great,
valuable; and efficacious. It fully meets
our needs. However, as long as vie
remain on earth this "unspeakable






NEW YORK 1API — One year ago
mortgage rates for new single-family
homes reached 9.3 percent. One month
ago the rate had soared to 10.3 percent.
By fall, some forecasts say, the figure
could be close to 11 percent.
These are national averages. But
already some California lenders are
charging 11.5 percent. And the U.S.
League of Savings Associations says
similar rates might occur elsewhere by
early fall.
Where will it end? When will buyers
stop chasing prices and interest rates?
Pointing to a 2.1 percent decline in
housing starts from March to April,
some analysts claim the end is already
in sight, but other statistics also
suggest the turn might still be far off.
For example, regulations designed at
least in part to restrain increasesare
falling in the path of the advance.
Less than a month ago the Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment raised to 10 percent from 9.5
percent the maximum permissable
rate on government-backed home
loans.
And in Texas, the legislature passed a
bill that would allow rates to rise to 12
percent from the current constitutional
level of 10, because at less than 10
percent loans weren't being made.
Meanwhile, there has been little letup
in price advances. If the rise in mor-
tgage rates is large, then price in-
creases are enormous.
Based on Federal Home Loan Bank
Board estimates, the average price of a
new single-family home in April was
$71.700, up $10,100 in just one year, and
$3,000 in just one month.
The board estimates the average
price of used homes has soared to
$67,000 from $52,100 in only one year's
time, although that figure could be
misleadingly high, since averages are
subject to distortion.
Still, 'a median sales price based on
actual sales as repotted by the National
Association of Realtors, comes in at
close to $54,000, a rise of $7,500 in one
year.
While nobody can be certain when the
increases will end, there is pleaty of
evidence to explain how the inflated
market happened. Among a ' dozen
explanations, these stand out:
—Individuals see homes as an in-
vestment as well as shelter. With dollar
purchasing power falling by 9 percent
or so a year, real estate provides
Bible Thought
fmancial protection.
—For some families, homes are the
easiest of big ticket items to buy. Down
payments in some instances are only 10
percent, and mortgage maturities have
been stretchedon average to nearly 29
years.
—Buyers are aware of tax ad-
vantages. They know that, in effect,
Uncle Sam subsidizes housing for
_ entycine, not just the poor. Real estate
taxes and interest payments 'die
deductible.
—Demographics and social change
play roles. There is a bulge in the age
group 25 to 34 years. In addition, singles
are now more inclined to buy. The U.S.
League says they make up 17 percent of
buyers.
_
Woe unto him that giveth his
neighbor drink, that platest thy bot-
tle to him, and makest him drunken
also, that thou mayest look on their
nakedness. Habakkuk 2:15.
Drunkenness and sex sins often go
and in hand. They make people












Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose Is to answer
questions apd solve problems — fast. It
you have .a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 452151. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envetripe. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My stepfather died iz payment can be up to $800.
last month. I paid for the funeral,/ HEARTL1NE: I am 58 years old.
Yesterday thy mother and I were east week I had my eyes checked for
the first time in many years. I was told
that - 1 needed' glasses. Can you give
' some guidelines for the purchasing of
eye glasses? — N.H.
Since you have found that you are in
. need of glasses, you should take your
prescription and shop around a'nd
. compare prices and services of the
many outlets that sell glasses. In
checking the many frames that are on
the market, it is necessary to note the
exact brand name to make a valid
comparison of the price and quality.
aThe cost of the lenses should not vary
greatly.
Before buying a pair of glasses, ask
the seller what services he offers after
purchase, , such as adjustments of
frames. ,
Large frames arenow very popular
and glass lenses are often too heavy to
rest comfortably on the bridge of the
nose. With such frames; plastic lenses
may be necessary. Plastic lenses,
however, require special care to keep
them from scratching, and you .should
take this into consideration.
After receiving the new glasses, if
you note any eye discomfort or
problems, you should return to the
prescriber of the glasses and have therm'
checked. There should be no charge for
this service.
•
looking through his papers and I found
his-discharge papers from the service.
Can you tell me if it is possible that the
Veterans Administration might help
with the funeral etpenses? —,G.R.
In order for yoiir stepfather to be






By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
C•pyrIght. 1571
+++15-+444444-444444
"State Troops in Murray". headlined the castigation follow
in,..:
"The first blue coat soldiers'. seen in Murray since the
 invasion of
this county by federal troops in 1863 arrived in M
urray Thursd.c.
afternoon at 3:30 o'clock, coming from Ilopkinsville 
on horst
Captain Givens is in command of Company H of Middlesboro 
witl,
37 men composing' the company.. A.'wcond detachment of a
bout
60 men will arrive tonight.
"Company H left Hopkinsville Wednesday afternoon at 4:00
o'clock( arriving here after 24 hours in the saddie. The comp
an%
is now quartered in the Lee, Lucas residence just west of
 the h
Downs tobacco, factory now used for the Reggie contract. Judge
A. J. G. Wells wired Gov. NVillson NN'ednesday afternoon to send
the troops to this place. Ile assigns in a card published in this issue
of the Ledger his reasons .for such action."
Additional accounts of lawlessness were recorded in the same
issue that Judge Wells presented his explanation for the calling of
the troops.. They included the following accounts.
L. B. Mardis, a well known citizen of the.Faxon coriunumt),
was visited last Thursday night by a band and taken from his home
and severely whipped. Mr. Mardis was in town the following
 clay
and stated that he estimated the band of about 25 persons. Mr.
Mardis has not been a member of the Association and had sold and
delivered in December the tobacco he grew last year. Ile gave
a full recital of the visit of the band. His neighbor Frank ,Lee was
-called upon from his hom.e and compelled to go ahead of the Night
Riders to tell him of their coming. Upon reaching Mardis' home
4hey called him out and talked with him at some length. He was
then taken. farther away from his home and punished.
A. If. Perry, who lives in the southwest of the county, was
-visited Monday night and taken from his home and whipped. Mr.
PeTrY town Tii6day'aint—gavu--an -account' el Yfaftmail1.
He was directed to bring a warning to Murray.
Rowln Norsworthy, who lives,on the north side of the counts.,
was visited Wednesday night of last week, and, it is alleged, was
also whipped. Mr. Norsworthy was in town the following day but
did not confirm the report, Ile admitted he received a visit .frorn
Night Riders. He had received threatening notices several weeks
ago.
To Be Coneehiled
veteran ova peacetime veteran entitled
to serviat-connected compensation at
the time of his death or discharge or
have ,been retired for disability in-
curred on the line of duty.
If the requirements are met, you can
receive up to $250 for basic burial ex-
penses and an additional payment not
exceeding $150 as a plot or interment
•/ llowance. If the death was due to a- 
/ service-connected disability, then
'Humanely Speaking
There is absolutely no truth to the
belief that you should have your glasses
changed each year. Many people can
wear the same pair of glasses for years
and be comfortable. However, we
strongly recommend regular checkups
to determine the health oryour eyes.
There is more to an eye exam than just
buying a new pair of glasses.
HEARTLINE: I am 72 and my wife
will be 62 in December. My monthly
Social Security check after Medicare
deduction is $298.
My wife has not made any Social
Security contributions since our
marriage, although she has always
helped in the family business.
Our son, who owns and operates his
own business, wants my wife (his
mother ) to take care of his books. He
wants to pay her a monthly salary of
$125 per month. Our question is, can my
son legally hire his mother under the
Social Security rules? Can my wife
apply for Social Security benefits at age
62, this December, an still be drawing
a salary? Will her arawing benefits
affect my monthly • Social Security
check? Would she have Medicare? —
G.A.
Yes, your son can legally hire his
mother to keep books for his businets..
Your wife ,can still receive , Social
Security wife's benefits at age 62. There
• isan earnings restriction after applying
for Social Security benefits, but the $125
-monthly salary your son plans to pay
her is well under this figure. So the
money she receives in salary will not
affect her benefits as long as her in-
come dbes not exceed the amount of
allowedearned income. She will not be
eligible for Medicare coverage until she
is age 65. The fact that she is drawing
benefits from your Social Security




At the Animal Shelter, we do our best
to find every animal a home. Each
week we comb through our files of
names on the waiting list for particular
types of pets, we call acquaintances, we
put up posters, etc. And we think we are
pretty successful — although we would
like to bat 1,000.
Knowing our frantic efforts to place
animals, a few individuals have won-
dered about the animals listed from the
time to time in this column — they are
not free. If we are so anxious to 
find
homes for these waifs, why is there an
adoption fee of $9 for dogs and $6 for
cats'
first of rip, it is simply a matter of
ecdnornics. Although the County does
pay some of the expenses for running
the Shelter, the Humane Society
, which
is not tax-supported, must pay 
the rest
— and they amount to hundreds 
of
dollars per month! If we did not get
some of those expenses back t
hrough
adoption fees, we would go broke rather
quickly, and we would be able to help
.2•10 animals at all!
Secondly, the cost of adoption covers
worming, minor medical care, and
distemper shots. The cost of this care
eaceeds the adoption fee, and the new
owners are getting quite a bargain.
fortiafirtirmeterra ;dila the matter spayed female. adult, 1 atifirsI
stripe, female, adult, 1 black and white,
female, adult, 1 white with gray spot,
neutered male, adult, 1 yellow and
white, male, adult (Toby)
The Animal Shelter, which is open
Monday-Friday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
and 2 p.m. t04 p.m. and Saturday from
10 a.m. to noon, is located at 105 E.
Sycamore Street. It will be closed
Pfemorial Day
commitment. The simple fact is that
people value and are more likely to take
care of something they pay for. If the
animals were completely free, a
number of people would come to the
Shelter each week to adopt animals on
impulse a without any consideration of
their responsibilities to the animal.
Some may feel sorry for a dog
 or cat
caged behind wire, but when the
novelty wears off, a good many of these
animals are neglected or cast out at the
end of a likely-looking driveway.
We desperately try to find good
homes for the animals we list. But we
are looking for people who are kind to
animals, who realize that they must
provide food, water, shelter, medical
care, and love for their pet on a long
term basis. We try to provide the care
at the Shelter that will help insure that
the new pet is a healthy, well-adjusted
animal viho will return the love of its
new owner for a long lifetime. We must
insure that those who adopt the animals
share our commitment. If you would
like to adopt one of the animals listed
below, bring your heart, and bring your
pocketbook.
Animals Available:
Dogs: 6 part Beagle pups, male and
female, 6 weeks old, 1 part Beagle,
female, adult, 2 Lab-German
Shepherds, male, 6 weeks ,old, 1 part
Spitz, female, 3 months old, 1 part
Shepherd, female, 4 months old, 1 part
Elkhound, female, adult, 1 pot luck,
male, 5 weeks, 1 part Doberman with
ears clipped and tail docked, male
(Found - not available until May 29th
Cats: 1 calico, female, adult, 1 black
and white kitten, female, 1 tiger stripe,
spayed female, adult, 1 black and
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
PFC Anthony W. Thomas, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Thomas, has been
wounded in action while serving with
the U. S. Marines in "Operation Daring
Rebel" on the USS Okinawa on April 29.
He was hit by shrapnel in the back and
in both legs.
Miss Kay Pinkley of Murray State
University was crowned yesterday by
Kentucky Gov. Louie B. Nunn as 1969
Mountain Laurel Queen at the 29th
aanual Mountain Laurel Festival at
Ptheille.
Deaths reported include Kenneth W.
Powell, 24, from injuries sustained in
an automobile Accideni at North 16th
Extended and Gales .Camp Ground
Road; Barbara Carroll, and Ms. Mary
Burnett Ray, 83.
Master Chief Boatswain's Mate
James R: Goodson, USN, is 'serving
aboard the light guided missile cruiser
USS Galveston.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Nix, B. E.
McClellan, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat
Winchester, Larry Allison, Mr. and
Mrs. Bob LaMastus, Jennifer Taylor,
and Karen McGary of the Murray
Civitan Club attended the Kentucky
District Convention and Civitan
International held May 14 to 17 at
Oweashoro.
20 Years Ago
Beverly Ann Douglas, daughter of
Mr. and M. Harold Douglas of
Murray, was one of the girls chosen for
the Methodist Educational Tour, June 4
to 10, starting at Memphis, Tenn., and
including stops in Nashville, Tenn.,
North Carolina, and Georgia.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Fannie
Willis, 62.
The Vacation Church School will be
held at the Lynn Grove Methodist
Church June 1 to 5, according to Mrs.
Joel Craviford.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Bowerman, a boy to
Mr and Mrs. Edward Davis, a girl ta
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy ('humbler, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs-. Earl Cooper, and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Fennell.
New officers of the Alpha Depart-
ment of the Murray Woman's Club are
Miss Rezina Seater, Mrs. E. J. Beale,
Mrs. William Barker, and Miss
Frances Brown.
Showing at the Murray Drive In
Theatre are "I'll Give My Life" and a
special short, "Land Of The Bible."
30 Years Ago
The dedication of the new Spring
Creek Baptist Church building will be
held May 29 with special speakers to be
two former church pastors, the Rev. L.
R Riley and the Rev. Alfred Harris.
Deaths reported include B. Macon
Hamlin, 86, and Mrs. Ray Martin, 57.
George Allbritten, Eli Alexander,
James Bondurant; Joe Pat Hackett,
Jimmy Klapp, Tom Lamb, and William-
McElrath are seniors at Murray High
School named to the National Honor.
Society.
The Calloway County Farm Bureau
will hold its annual picnic on July 14,
according to John Lassiter, president.
New officers of the Business and
Professional Women's Club are Miss
Rachel Rowland, Mrs. Garnett Jones,
Miss Beth Sexton, Miss Vivian Hale,
Mrs. Rob Huie, Miss Dorothy Irvan,
and Mrs. Ethel Ward.
.- _ABOUT THIS PAGE
-Editorials, columns .and • other*
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum . for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial -
philosophy of this newspaper would "
,be a disservice to our readers..
Therefore, we entourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with theit
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an isfsue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
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inches in diameter. Has cen-
er umbrella hole with cap
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Lovely Santa Cruz tower
ensemble in- several col-
ors. Choose 12x12'
wash cloth, 16x26" -hand
towel 'or 22x44" bath
towel Choose gold






























Infants diaper shirts of -100%.







Training pants of 100% cotton
for toddlers. Soft and extra
absorbent. Sizes 1-213-4 in
-white and colors.
Satin Jog Shorts for
Girls. The Style that works,







2.47' • , 2.96.
Jog shorts for.girls, in vibrant satin material. Basic pull on style
with elastic waist. Sizes 4 to ex and 7 to 14. Red, royal, green,
or yellow.
Colorful Walden Drapes
in 63" or 84" Lengths
48x63" 48x84"





Lifely printed Walden Drapes that brighten any room.





1 Gal. Reg. $2.17
•










Reg. $1.67 Step LadderSave 64'











Whatever kind of defense the
Seattle SuperSonics were
using, legal or illegal, it
certainly was effective.
7 Badgering Washington with
traps and dodble teamming
a tactic which some of the
• Bullets said merely masked
an illegal zone — the
SuperSonics scored a 92-82
victory Thursday night and
:.evened the National
Basketball Association's
. championship series at 1-1.
The next two games of the
best-of-seven series will be
played in Seattle, at the
;.,Kingdome on Sunday and at
the Coliseum Tuesday night,
with the SuperSonics now
claiming the homecourt ad-
vantage.
"The key to the garnielyas
defense," said Seattle renter
Jack Sikma, who had 14 points
and 13 rebounds in a bruising
battle with Washington's Wes
Unseld. "Defense is the start
of our offensive game.".
-We're not a great shooting
team," said guard Dennis
Johnson, who had 20 points
and six assists, "but our
defense is first-class. We work
very hard on it. As long as we
have the defense working for
us, we know we can win."
Johnson's theory was put to
a severe test when the
Stephanie Wuest watched activities last night during
 the
Calloway County High School Spring Sports Banqu
et.
Wuest, only a fourth grader, received a letter i
n cross
country. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ron Wu
est.





















*Former Clerk of the








Paid for by CITIZENS FOR FRANCES JONES MILL
S Leclean Hamilton.
III Maplewood Place Glasgow 42141. Treasurer
SuperSonics, after leading 46-
33 midway through the second
quarter, missed .14 con-
secutive shots and fell behind
56-49 early in the third period.
At this point, the Seattle
defense stiffened and the
SuperSonics ran off 11 straight
points for a 60-56 lead. During
that stretch, Washington
missed five shots, had two
blocked, and lost possession
once on a steal.
Gus Williams scored four of
his game-high 23 points during
the streak, Sikma had font:,
and John Johnson three of his
17.
"We hod a little lapse in the
-second quarter,- said John
Johnson. "We've got to make
them give up the ball. When
Elvin Hayes or Bobby Dan-
dridge hold the ball for 15
seconds, it's like a surgeon
getting ready to operate."
Washington's two high
scorers were blanked over the
final 10 minutes, however, and
the Bullets shot only 38 per-
cent in the . 'second half.
Dandridge finished with 21,
after going 3-for-11 from the
field in the second half, and
Hayes had 20.
"We didn't function well
against their zone defense,"
said Washington, Coach Dick
Motta.
Hayes also talked about the
zone, but Dandridge took a
different _view. "It wasn't an
illegal zone like Atlanta and
New Jersey use," he said. -It
was just double teamming."
Region Tennis
Begins Today
Competition in the Second
Region boys and girls high
school tennis championships
_began at 9 a.m. UAW on both
Murray State tennis com-
plexes.
Candy Jackson, wtio teamed
with Robyn Burke last_year to
win the state doubles title, will
join Kathy Outland in doubles
play for, Murray High this
year. Burke has since moved
to California. .
Starr Jones and Kathryn
Dick will compete in singles
for the Tiger girls.
The Murray High girls
finished 8-0, their fifth straight
unbeaten regular season. ..
The winning doubles team
and the first- and second-place





Pitcher Alan Gibbs had something to point out to Murray High battery m
ate
John Denham Thursday during the sectional tournament in Owensboro.
 The
Tigers beat Madisonville to advance to the four-team state tournam
ent and
Fo
ieMurray Ledger 8r Times
will face one of four teams - Paintsville, Ashland Blazer, Laurel County or
Breathitt County - in the first round Thursday in Owensboro.
Staff photo by Tony Mimi
To Shoot For 5th Indy Title
. By WILL GRIMSI:EY .
AP Special tax-respondent
INDIANAPOLIS — They
fire up those belching, 200 mph
monsters in the Indianapo.is
500 Sunday and thousands if
eyes will be glued on the N( 6
- position on the outside of .the
second row.
There will sit A.J. Foyt ,
the tertrgti, independent,
hardnosed king of the racing
ovals, in his sleek Parnelli-
Cosworth.
Love him or hate him,- fear
him- or respe,ct him, harass
him or hail him, it's im-
possible .to ignore him.
Wherever motors whine and
heels- turn — midget&
stocks, sports cars, the
sophisticated Indy cham-
pionship machines — there is
old A.J. making his engines
and his rivals burn.
Frustrated competitors
have been waiting 10 years for
A.J. to hang up his helmet.
He's 44. He's won every 'prize
there is — from . the-
Morgan's Error Enables
Giants To Topple Reds
By the Associated Press
"How many times will you
see Joe Morgan make play
like that?" -asked -John
McNamara, manager f the
Cincinnati Reds.
The play — actualy the
Reds' latest misplay i4ainst
the San Francisco Giants —
cost the Reds a ba.lgarne
Thursday- 'night, givng the
Giants their second urearned,
run of the game anc a 2-1
victory.
The answer to McNamara's
question is hardly ever
"I've tirade two .err.,rs this
year; • both -against the
Giants," said Morgar.. who
last spring set a major league
baseball record for second
basenien by playing 91 con-
secutive games without an
error.
He dropped a pop fly_ by
Jack Clark, after backing onto
the outfield grass, with two out
in the bottom of the seventh
inning. Mike Sadek, who had
-Your interesi in
costing your vote
for me insures me
casting my vote in
your best interest
Political Ad Paid For Pi,






Kentucky's Proven Democratic Winner
• Elected Supreme Court Clerk By A Londside
Margin Of More Than 149.000 Votes In /975
•Democrotic Notional Committee Woman 1972--
6
• • -
*State J1peratsc earty Secretory
• Teacher 8 yes.,
—Democratic Primary - May 29, 1979
Paid For By Martha I ayne Collins Foc Lt Governor Committe
e
F' Box 55 Versailles, Ky 403113 Gary al
ibi Treasurer
ttY
doubled and moved to third on
a sacrifice, scored to break a
1-1 tie.
-He slipped getting off the
mark, and the wind had to
bother him a little,"- said
Giants Manager Joe Altobelli.
Morgan said, "The wind had
nothing to do with it. I tripped,
then started stumbling and
never could get my balance. I
had to run on my heels, so I
was bouncing. The ball hit
right in the glove and bounced
out."
The Reds, opening a four-
game series in Los Angeles
tonight, ,still lead the National
League West. But the second
place Giants, 1H games back,
have beaten them in five • of
seven meetings this season,___
partly by feasting on errors.
"I think winning two out of
three in this series could-help
us a lot, make us more con-
fident. We've got Atlanta
coming in now and I feel we
have a better team than
them," said Phil Nastu, the
winning pitcher Thursday
night despite giving up one
more earned run than the
Reds' Paul Moskau.
Nasttrr, the lefybanded
rookie called up after John
Montefiisco hurt his pitching
, arm, evened his record at 2-2
with relief help from Randy
Moffitt, who. pitched 11-3 in-
nings for his first save.
Moskin, 4-1, allowed only four-
hits in 61-3 innings.
The Reds committed four
errors, including two in the
fifth when the Giants got their
first run. But Moskau noted,
-There were some great plays
behind me, too. Ken GriffeY
made an unbelievable catch
and so did Paul Blair."
Griffey went against the
right field fence bra catch in
the third and Blair ran down a
ball in deep right-center in the
sixth.
— Ttie errors made the dif-
ference, however, and in their
five losses to the Giants the
Reds have made 14.
"That's a burial," said
Morgan.
"We've had some bounces
go our way," admitted
Altobelli. "But I think they
know they've been in a
ballgame when they play us."
prestigious Indy 500 Ia record
four times) to the LeMans
Grand Prix ( the first time he
ever tried). He never runs out
of wind — or desire.
"The guy doesn't need the
money," the malcontents
mutter around Gasoline Alley.
"Whe,n is he going to hang it
The answer: Maybe never.
They'll have to cut him out one
of those crumpled metal
thunderbolts.
Which brings to mind a
• story related by the late illoys'
Britt, a Foyt biographer. -
In the mid-1960s, All, a
legend even then, showed up
unannounced at a' dingy
racing oval in the Midwest
where the feature was a $400
midget race. A.J. aid the last
place starter $100 for his ride.
A buzz swept through the
small 'crowd. The other
driVers became indignant.
Foyt heard a couple of guys
discussing why a driver of
such stature would even stoop
to such an insignificant event.
"Obsession," said one of
them. "Foyt is driven by
obsession."
"Obsession, hell!" snapped
A.J. -I'm driving this gar. Let
Obsession What's-His-Name
get his own ride."
Foyt isan independent spirit
who 'keeps the racing
establishment and his fellow
drivers on tenterhooks. He is a
loner. He never travels with
the crowd. He may change..
strokes in mid-stream — if you
can excuse the fractured
metaphor as in the case-of---
the recent owner-driver split..
A.J. was one of the. first to /
-"break . away from_ the, U.S.
Auto Club and Join the rebel
Championship Auto Racing
Teams (CART), arguing that
the USAt had no feel for the
Indytype racing. Six weeks
later he did a complete
reversal, rejoining/the USAC.
Fellow drivers sizzled.
Foyt rarely shows up for the
fancy cocktail parties. You
don't see him loitering around
hotel lobbies, swapping small
talk. Often, he zooms up to the
garage on a motorcycle, locks
himself up with his car, leaps
on the motorcycle again and
disappears.
In a perilous profession, he
has not been free of personal
injury. In the mid-1960s at
Riverside. Calif., his car lost
Wits brakes and, rather than
rain two cars aheadofhirn, he
looped the machine over a 35-
foot embankment. Doctors
said it was a miracle he lived.
In 1972, at . Duquoin. Ill:, he
suffered first and second
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A New Face for Education
HELP JERRY ALLEYNE
. return our schools to us. the people
. correct our discipline problems in an aggressive
. forceful manner
. move to eliminate the property tax as the main source of funds for education
. remove the state superintendent as an elected office
HELP JERRY ... HELP OUR CHILDREN
ELECT
JERRY ALLEYNE
Superintendent of Public Instruction
Paid for by Murra ylalloway Co PAC
hymn@ Rarnea. Treas
lal West Muhammad All Blvd
































































Threats Of Trouble Cloud
Sunday Running Of Indy
By the Associated Press
INDIANAPOLIS — An
uncomfortable calm settled
over the Indianapolis Motor
Speedway today, with one
court case set to begin and the
threat of other lawsuits
clouding Sunday's
Indianapolis 500.
The surprising offer by the
U.S. Auto Club to reopen
qualifications for 11 cars
bumped during time trials last
weekend was canceled
Thursday when two members
refused to sign a waiver to
increase the size of the 33-car
starting field.
It was the impossible
dream," said Al Loquasto, one
of the drivers cut from the
race day lineup in a bumped
car. "We knew it wasn't going
to happen. But I'm a race
driver and I want to go racing,
so I'll do whatever I can to try
and get that accomplished.
"Now, my recourse is to talk
to my attorney and see what
we can do. I'm sure I won't be
alone."
USAC heard protests or
appeals of rejected protests
from several of the barred
racing teams Thursday night.
The appeals committe
listened for four hours, then
deliberated nearly. two hours
before announcing it hadn't
reached a decision. Members
Sports Briefs
said they would resume later
today but set no time.
No one appeared to believe
the earlier rulings would be
overturned, that was expected
to be merely a formality to
exhaust administrative
remedies and clear the way
for court action.
The one case already on the
docket of the Marion County
Superior Court was to go to
hearing today before Judge
Michael T. Dugan. Car owner
Wayne Woodward was asking
that his disqualified car be
reinstated to the lineup by
USAC or that the $1 million
race be halted.
Woodward's car, driven by
Dick Ferguson, was not
among the 11 given brief hope
of another chance. ' USAC
President Dick King said
Woodward's car was found in
flagrant violation of a
technical rule limiting the
amount of pressure boost in
the engines of the tur-
bocharged cars.
Woodward said, "I didn't
cheat. I only did what other
people out here (at the
Speedway, had done. USAC
made some excellent rules to
help the little people like me
be competitive, but they did
not follow up.
"They (USAC,were aware
before the first weekend of
tune trials) that there was
tampering with the exhaust
Pipes."
Woodward's car, along with
two others found in violation of
the boost rule, were given
another chance to qualify. The
other two made it into the
field, but Woodward's
machine experienced engine
problems and failed to
requalify.
The decision by USAC to
allow the other 11 cars
bumped from the field an
opportunity for one more
qualifying run — if those
already on the starting grid
agreed in writing — was
announced Tuesday night.
Nearly two days of
_ scrambling by a group Of:
drivers to find and convince.
the owners of the qualified
cars, produced 31 authorizing
signatures. Ownerdriver Jim
McElreath and owner Don
Biederstedt, whose car was
driven by Eldon Rasmussen,
were the unshakatile holdouts.
McElreath, Biederstedt and
Rasmussen all kept their
reasons to themselves, but
both turndowns were
generally attributed to bitter
Memories and old grudges.
Friends of McElreath said
the veteran of 13 Indy 500s told.
them. "Nobody ever bent over
to help me or my son when we
needed help. We earned every
dollar we made in this sport
the hard way."
McElreath poured his life
savings into a car three years
ago to help his son, James,
later killed in a sprint car
race, get started in Indy type
racing.
Rasmussen apparently had
not forgotten 1974 when he and
several other entrants
claimed they did not get a
chance to qualify before the
rain-shortened time trials
ended. An offer to reopen time
trials that year was voided
when Larry Cannon and John
Martin, two of the drivers
bumped last weekend,
withheld their support.
The cars. took to the track
Thursday for their final
prerace shakedown session.
Thirtyfour cars, including
alternates, made it onto the
track, with three cars, driven
by defending champion Al
Unser, pole sitter Rick Mears
and 1973 Indy champ Gordon
Johncock each turning in a lap
over 190 mph.
On the negative side of the
ledger, rookie Howdy Holmes
blew an engine, Salt Walther
broke a turbocharger and the
rear end on Mike Mosley's car
broke.
UCLA Takes 13th Tennis Crown
By the Asifoelated Press
ATHENS, Ga.. — The long
and the short of it was that
UCLA's Fritz Buehning and
Blaine Willenborg each won.
their singles matches and then
combined in doubles to give
the Bruins their I3th NCAA
team tennis title with a 5-3
victory over Trinity of Texas
Thursday.
The 6-foot-5 Buehning beat -
Trinity's Ben McKown 3-6, 6-1,
6-4 in,. the No.1 singles. After
Trinity's Erick .Iskersky
evened the match at I-1 when
he beat Mike Harrington 7-6,6-
1, the 5-foot-7 Willenborg put,
UCLA back in the lead with a
3-6, 6-2, 6-2 victory over Tony
Giammalva in No.3 singles.
UCLA. held a 4-2 lead going
into doubles play. The
Buehning-Willenborg team
battled Trinity's top doubles
team of John Benson and
Giammalva to a 6-6 tie in the
first set and then won the tie
breaker 5-3 on a scorching
backhand return of service by
Willenborg. The Buehning-
Willenborg team then coasted
to a 6-1 second set' victory to
clinch the team title for
UCLA.
In the consolation match,
Stanford's No.2 doubles team
of Scott Bondurant and John
Corse squeezed by Tom Cams
and Mark Vines of Southern
Methodist 7-5, 7-6 to capture
third place by a 6-2 score.
The two teams split their six'
singles matches, but Stanford
swept the three doubles
matches.
' Stanford's Peter Rennert
and 1,14d Bourne, who also,
won their singles matches,
teamed up to defeat SMU's_
No.1 doubles team of Jai
and Mark Turpin, 6-2,
.6-2. 'Tim .Mayotte and Jeff
Arons beat SMU's Jeff Turpin
atill Chris Delaney 6-4, 6-3 in
the No.3 doubles match.
Meanwhile, tournament
officials announced Thursday
that Kevin Curren of Texas is
seeded No.1 for the individual
competition which begins
Friday.
'UCLA's doubles team of
Buehning and Willenborg was




in the rain,.and witb a' so
knee, Susan O'Connor was th
only golfer to break par, firing
a 69 to take a one-stroke lead
after the first round of the
$100,000 , I.PGA Corning
Classic.
Cathy Shark finished with a
par 70 to Vke sole possesion of
second place. Ai-Yu "fu of
Taiwan and Lynn Adams were
tied with Karolyn Kertzrnan,
two strokes behind O'Connor
in third place. -
TENNIS
BERLIN .— Unseeded
Sylvia Hanika upset fifth-
seeded Sue Barker 4-6, 6-3, 6-4
to advance to the quarter-





You can get $1,500 cash or up to $2,000 for college
tuition when you join the Army Reserve in Murray.
You will also learn a skill which could prepare you
for high paying civilian jobs; earn a retirement pen-
sion; get low cost group life insurance and more.
You will earn all this by serving one weekend a
month and two weeks each year with the Murray
Army Reserve Unit.
This bonus offer is for a limited time only, so don't
wait. Find out today 41 yotharequalitiod for _




Old Of Town Call Collect
•
• In other second-round-
matches, Caroline Stoll -ad-
vanced , with a 6-2, 6-2
thrashing of Jeanne . Duvall;
Renata `Tomanova defeated
Manse Kruger 6-4, 6-0; and
Regina. IVIarsikova ousted
Betty Ann Stuart 6-2, 6-3.
ROME -.Second-seeded
Vitas Gerulaitis came from
behind to beat John Alexander
6-7, 672, 6-3 and lead five
Americans into the quarter-
finals of the $200,000 Italian
Tennis Open.
Harold Solomon, seeded
_ No.5, outlasted Dick Stockton
6-4, 6-4 in the third round while
Eddie, Dibbs, the No.4 seed,
ousted Corrado Barazzutti 7-5,
6-4.
Terry.Moor. beat Dominique
Bedel 7-5, 6-4 and Gene Mayer
edged Ivan Lendl 7-5, 6-2 for
the fifth American triumph of
the day.
In other action, Gianni
Ocleppo outlasted Peter Feigl
6-4, 3-6, 7-5; Guillermo Vitas
ousted Paolo Bertolucci 6-2, 6-
and. Adriano-Panatta beat
Jose irgueras 6-4, 7-6.
MUNICH, West Germany —
Manuel Orantes ousted
Russell Simpson 4-6, 6-4_ 6-4
and Wojtek Fibak of Poland
got by Rick Fagel 6-4, 3-6, 6-4
to advance to the third, rourid
of the Bavarian tennis
championships.
In other second round ac-
tion, Peter Elter upset Tom
Okker 7-6, 7-5; Werner Zir-
ngirbl beat Uli Pinner 7-5, 6-1;
and Andres Gomez beat Rolf
Gehring 7-6, 6-4.
BASEBALL
RENO, Nev. — Former New
York Yankee Manager Billy
Martin and Reno sports writer
Ray Hagar announced set-
tlement of Hagar's suit
growing out of a November
fight.
Hagar agreed to drop_ his
civil and criminal complaint
against Martin in exchange
for a public apology and a
financial settlement.
Martin issued an apology
and said he hoped it would
clear the way for his return as




Bulgarian Blagoi Blagoev set
a world record in tpe inafelt-
event in the light heavyweight
category in the European
Weightlifting Championships.
Blagoev snatched 379.5
pounds, bettering the previous
world record of 376.2 held by





were honored last night at the
Laker Spring Sports. Banquet
at the high school's-cafeteria. ,
Rose Ross, Melissa Miller
and Mina Todd were named
most outstanding in girls
track, as was Gary Emerson
and Ron Childress 'in boys
track.
In baseball, senior Ken
McCuiston was chosen most
valuable, and Tommy Fike,
who competed in the state
high 'school golf tournament;
was the mvp in that sport.
Awards for lastiaLls cross
country season were also
presented. Named most
ottstanding for the girls was
Ross, while Stan Rushing
received the same award for
the boys team.
New Providence
Horse Show Is Set
NEW PROVIDENCE, Ky.
— The New Providence Riding
Club will sponsor a horse show
Saturday at 7 poi.
A $5 entry fee will be
charged on all entries, which
include:
I Halter Class Open, Ponies 56
inches and under, Fox Trot,
Pole Bending Open, Junior
Pole Bending, Western
Pleasure Open, Style Rack,
Barrell Race Open, Junior
Batiell Race, Pleasure Saddle
licirse, Flag Race Open and 1
,AarreAArenallice
Admission to iiiii;,ent Ts P.
and there Will be $325




Greene, Steve Newton, Mike
Dill, and Carr McCalla for a fun
week of learning at the MSU
Basketball Camp
June 17-22
Cost is $ 1 -35 for the one-week
session which includes room,









, Let's Trade A Bushel Of Grain
For A Barrel Of Oil
Experience Counts!
*13 years Assistant Commissioner of Agriculture
*3 Years Director of Agricultural Marketing
*3 years Agriculture Teacher
*10 years University Administrator
*Farmer
(Since Early Age, Following
loss of father)
Come out and help us support this
native Calloway Countian in his
campaign for this important, state-
wide office—that of Commissioner
of Agriculture for the Com-
monwealth of Kentucky—in the May
29 Democratic primary.
People who know how much ex-
perience counts in this vital area
know that MANCIL J. VINSON is the
man for the job.born and raised on
a farm.13 years Assistant Com-
missioner of Agriculture...3 years
Director of Agriculture Marketing...3
years an agriculture teacher...and 10
years a university administrat9r.
We Recommend Your Support
Mr. & Mrs. E. B. Howton
Mr. & Mrs. Hilton Williams
Mr. & Mrs. H. T. Waldrop
Mr. & Mrs. William Cherry
Mr. S, Mrs. L. J. Hortin
Mr. & Mrs. Holmes Ellis
Mr. S, Mrs. George Ed Waldrop
Mr. Fing Mrs. Leroy Mile
"rAdr. & Mrs. W. C. Elkins
Mr.& Mrs. Oren Hull
Mr. & Mrs. Tom Rowlett
Mr. & Mrs. H. L Oakley
Mr. & Mrs. James Overby
Mr. & Mrs. Marshall Gordon
Mr, S, Mrs. Dan Shipley
Mr. & Mrs. Jim Garrison
Mr. & Mrs. James Stahler
We want the largest majority for any candidate in the history
of Murray and Calloway County.
Pd Political ad paid for by citizens commit
tee, James liar le N. Jr Tr ea lurer
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San Francisoo 545 1.1
• Houston 533 2
;) Los Angeles 467 5
•'. San Dego 400 8
'1 Atlanta 366 9
11usrsday's Games
Chicago 9-2, New York 7-4
' San Francisco 2. Cincinnati 1
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games ,
• St Louis !Vuckovich 4-2! at Montreal
' ',Lee 4-2). 'fl
Pl1t101 1fgh 111000er 1-01 at New York
Swan 4-3'. n )
Owego • McGiothen 1-5 or Reuschel 2-
Sat Philadelplua !Espinosa 5-3), !n!
Houston !Williams 1-1! at San Diego
Perry 3-4 ), in
Cincinnati (Seaver 2-2) at Los Angeles
t Sutcliffe 4-31, (n)
Atlanta I P.Niekro 5-6) at San Francisco
Kremer 4-2).
Saturday's Gaines -
SI. Louis at Mentreat -
Cincinnati at Los Angeles
Pittsburgh at New York
Atlanta at San Francisco
Chicago at Philadelphia, .n




36 14 650 -
24 14 832 I
21 17 553 4
19 20 471 7
16 21 432 11..1
































































Milwaukee 9. California 6
Baltimore 5. Boston 3
Chicago 10. l.aklond 1
Kansas City 5. Seattle 1
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Seattle • Parrott 1-0 and Honeycutt 1-5!
at Texas ( Alexander 2-2 and Ellis 1-2', 2,
In)
Boston (Eckersle) 4-3i at Toronto !Un-
derwood 04), In)
Nee/ York (John 5.01 at Cleveland
(Waits 5-31, (n)
Baltimore !McGregor 0-1) at Detroit.
(Wilcox 3-2
Oakland thltnetto I-4) .it Milwaukee
1Caklare11 4-4). n)
California Ryan 5-21 at Chicago
(Baumgarten 4-1i. n
Kansas City (Sphttorff, 6-3) at Min-
nesota Erickson 0-4 ), n
Baseball Leaders
AMERICAN LEACA E
BATTING (115 at hats 1-Kemp. Ott.
320, Smalley. Ma, MI, Carew. Cal MS
liochte, Sea. .343; Remy, Ban. 311
ABanrustr, Ctu, $41.
RUNS-GBrett, KC, M; Lyme. Ban. 35
Otis, KC, 35, Lenore, Del. 34; CWashgtn,
34
RBI-Baylor, Cal. 41, Lynn, Ban. 40;
Porter. KC, 37, Horton. Sea. 34, C00Per,
Mil, 33, Nettles, NY, 33
HITS--Smalley Mm, 61; Remy. Ban. 00:
Carew. Cal. 514': 'Baylor, Cal, 54, GBrett,
KC. 54; Horton. Sea. 51
DOUBLES-Lemon. Chi, 14. CWashgtn,
CN. 13, McRae, KC, 13; Downing, Cal, 12,
GBrett, KC, 12, BBeU, Tex, 12.
TRIPLES-GBrett. KC, S. Griffin. Tor.
1, 7 Tied With 3
HOME RUNS-Lynn, Ban, 11, Thomas,
Mil, 11. Singleton, Bal. 10; Horton. Sea. 10.
LMay. Bal. 9. Ogilvie, Mil, 9. Smalley.
Mm. 9
STOLEN BASES-LeFlore. Det, 19,
Otis, KC, 17; .1Cruz, Sea, 17, WiLson, KC,
16, Willa. Tex, 15
erretnic (5 Deacons I-John, NY. 0-
0, 1000, 1,72; Kern. Tex, 6-0, 1.000, 137;
Koosman. Mm. 7-1.179, 3.72, Barrios. Cru,
4-1, 100, 313, Baurngrtn, chi. 4-1. .800,
274; Dtdartmez, Bal. 7-1, .778, 2.84,
Splittorff, KC, 6-2, 750, 3 09; Palmer, Bal,
54, .614.2,24.
• STRIKEOUTS-Ryan, Cal, 61. Guidry,
NY, 58, Jenkins. Tex, 53, JJohnson. Oak,
44; Koosman. Mm, 13
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING 1115 at bata)-Bradt,
181, Rose. Phi, 352, Murphy, AU, MI:
Foster, Cm, 140, WInfteld, SD, 135
RUNS- Lopes. LA, V. Cannepen,
31 Schmidt, Phi, 31; North, SF. 1;;
Leeson 3401, 30
RBI-- Murphy, AU, 31; Kingpnan, Chi,
35, Schmsdt, Phi, 34; Foster, Cin, 3 1
Garvey. LA, 30
. HITS-- Russell. Lk, 10: Winfield, SD, 58;
Rose, Phi. 56. Garvey, LA, 24; Cameewn.
Cm, 55 •
DOUBLES-Rose, Phi, 17; Parriett, NU,
IS. Bette. SO!,, 13. Morgan, On, 13; 5 Tied
With 12
TRIPLES-TScott, StL, 6, Winfield, Si.
5. Moreno Pgh, 4, Lopes, LA, 4; Metzger,
SF ,4 r
HOME RUNS-Schmidt. Phi IS.
Kingman. Ctu, 14, Murphy, At), 13.
Dawson, MU, 11; Stargell, Pgh, 9, Mat-/
thews, All, 9
STOLEN BASES-Moreno, Pgh, 04.
Catell, Htn, 14; TScolt, StL, 13: Taveras,
NY, 12; Jeruz. Mtn, 12, Lopes, LA, 12
PITCHING (1. Dectsions -L4(444 On.
64, 1.150,2.20, Reed, Phi, 4-1, .801, 3.15.
Moskau, Cm, 4-1, 800, 2.46; Welch, LA, 4-1,
800, 2.90; Ruthven, Phi, 6-2, .750, 2.52,
rNiekro, RN, 92, -711, 2.77; GrUnsleY.
Mt1 44..167, 1.70; BLee, Mtl, 4-1, .1E'. 4 It
STRIKEOUTS-Richard, Htn -
Carlton, Phi, 50; Sutton, LA, 47; Blu,
45: PNiekro, AU. 44.
Award winners during last nights Calloway County Flifiti Spring Sports Banque
t included front row from left: Mina Todd,
track; Rose Ross, track and cross country; Melissa Miller, track; and Dan Key, bas
eball. In back are: Tommy Fike, golf;
Ron Childress, track; Gary Emerson, track: and Kenny McCuiston, baseball.
Staff photo by Ttny
OPTIONS REBATE
Make your best deal on any
Scout in stock —and get 10%
back on all factory-installed
options, through June 15.
Buy the Scout model you our
wide inventory, and International will send
you a rebate check-for 10% of the sticker
price on- every factory-installed option. But
hurry on in, because this offer is good only
if you purcf)ase and take delivery of a new
Scout by June 15—and they're going fast.
Free $6.95 Rand-McNally Trail Guide








By the Associated Press
DUBLIN, Ohio — It seemed
improbable, if not impossible,
for Lanny Wadkins.
His second shot was buried
in a bunker in front of the 17th
green, a victim of the
deplorable playing conditions
Thursday in the Memorial
Golf Tournament.
Wadkins needed a par 4 to
preserve a 2-shot lead at the
time. A bogey was more
likely.
Instead, the stocky North
Carolinian, holed the 40-foot
wedge shot for a 3-under-par
69, good for a 1-shot lead over
Mike McCullough going into
today's second round at
weatherplagued Muirfield
Village.
"I hit it perfect," said
Wadkins. "All I could see was
the top of the flag. I had to run
up the hill to see it go in the
hole."
Only four players — Ed
Sneed and Mac McLendon had
71s — of the select in-
ternational field of 105 —
mastered par on the blustery,
rainy, 50-degree day. That
broke the single round record
of 5 subpar rounds in the 1976
event for this 4-year-old tour
Orioles Nip Bosox;
Home Runs Enable
Brewers To Win 9-6
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
- Dennis was a menace to the
Bostoh Red Sox and Seattle
• Mariners Thursday night.
Dennis Martinez scattered
10 hits for his seventh con-
secutive triumph as the torrid
Baltimore Orioles defeated
the Red Sox 5-3 While Dennis
Leonard allowed seven hits
and went.the distance for hiS
isfirst victory since April 28 In
the Kansas City Royals' 5-4
decision over the Mariners.
AMERICAN LEAGUE'
In the only other American
League games, the Milwaukee
Brewers downed the
California Angels 9-6 and the.
Chicago White Sox crushed
the Oakland A's 10-1.
Kiko Garcia's tie-breaking
two-run homer in the sixth
inning capped a three-run
rally that lifted Baltimore
past Boston. The victory. was
Injuries To Dodgers Have
Been Integral In LA Sag
By the Associated Press
LOS ANGELES — Four Los
Angeles Dodgers who blasted
their way into baseball's'
record book — when each hit
30 or more home runs in 1977
— might not have much over
30 homers altogether this year
if injuries keep striking them
out.
Outfielder Reggie Smith has
just one home run, nine RBI
and a .21_1 batting average
prior to tonight's Dodger
Stadium opener of a four-
game series against the
Cincinnati Reds, who lead the
National League West
Division by five games.
While Smith was out with
leg and neck ailments, the
Dodger record is 10 victories
and 20 losses. That record is
solemn evidence of Manager
Tommy Lasorda's contention
that Smith's' play has been the
catalyst of league cham-
pionships for the -Dodgcs the
past two years.
Third baseman Ron C7:. and
-first baseman Steve Garvey
each have seven homers so far
this year, but latith are nursing
leg injuries-The he,alth:est of
the. four sluggers, outfielder
Dusty Baker, is in a power
drought that has held tun to
three homers. -
Cey v.-as the leading Dodger.
hitter in an eight-game victory
streak earlier_this- month,
hitting five homers In two
weeks. But a pulled hamstring
has kept Cey out the last eight
games, six of them losses.,Gey
is expected back tonight. ,
Baker and Garvey have
been present for duty every
day. After a slow start,
Garvey has had a very
productive May. Although
limping with a pulled calf
muscle of his own, Garvey









Wednesday night's game in
San Diego. And he hasn't
missed any action to imperil
his string of 555 consecutive
games as he raised his RBI
total to 30.
When the Dal§ resv com-
pleted a recent series at
Cincinnati, salvaging' a vic-
tory in the last game, Smith
was felled by a paiAlful iTeck
ailment. When the team went
to a pair of losses at San
Diego, Smith went to Los









A Family Man, A Working Man,
A Man Concerned About Our City
Bois Tourney
By the Associated Press
AURORA, Ky. — Forrest
Wood of Flippin, Ark., held the
lead today going into the final
round of the $40,000 Kentucky
Invitational Bass Tour-
nament.
Wood battled high waves
and cold weather Thursday 
in
, order to catch three bass
weighing six pounds, five
ounces. That brought tlisrtwt:P
day total to 25 pounds and 
six
ounces.
Top prize is $5,000 in 
cash




Whitestown, Ind., who had
been in first place, dropped 
to
third after he was unable
 to




two-day total stood at 23
pounds, all caught Wed-
nesday.
Charles Nuckles of
the 25th in the last 31 games
for the Orioles and enabled
• them to stretch their lead in
the AL East to 2'.7 games over
the Red Sox.
Royals 5, Mariners 4 5.
Leonard was breezing along
with a 4-1 lead until Seattle
tied it in the top of the eighth
on Willie Horton's two-run
• homer and Bruce Bochte's
RBI double. Pinch hitter Steve
.Braun opened the bottom qf
the eighth with a bunt single
and pinch runner Fred Patek
was sacrificed to second.
After George Brett, who drove




Brewers 9, Angels 6
Ben -Oglivie hit &three-run
homer and Sal Bando a solo
shot in Milwaukee's five-run
third inning. Oglivie crashed
his ninth homer of the season
after a bunt single by Cecil
Cooper and a pop fly. by Dick
Davis, which fell fera bloop
double when second baseman
Bpbby' Grich misjudged it in
the wind. Bando hit his third
homer one out later, stret-
ching the lead to 7-0 and
'chasing loser Chris Knapp.
The Angels broke a string-of
21 scoreless innings with five
runs in the fifth off Milwaukee
starter Moose Haas. Jerry
Augustine was the winner with
a strong relief job:
White Sox 10, A's 1
Lamar Johnson had a
double- and two singles, drove
in four runs and scored twice
as the White Sox beat the A's
for the sixth time in as many
meetings. Richard Wortham,
54, hurled a five-hitter while
Matt Keough,_ 0.7; took the
loss.
"What can I say?" asked
Oakland Manager Jim
Marshall., ''We just got
clobbered. This club beats us
badly, beats us to death. Our
club had trouble against left-
handers all last year, and
we're still having trouble
against left-handers."
Stop.
The victims were some of
the game's biggest names.
Jack Nicklaus, the main force
behind this $8 million layout,
had a 73. So did leading money
winner Tom Watson.
John Mahaffey, the PGA
king, went for 78. Masters
champion Fuzzy Zoeller and
U.S. Open titleholder Andy
North struggled _ to 79s.
Defending champion Jim
Simons skied to an 80.
All of the players, even
Nicklaus, blamed the high
scoring on the conditions.
"You could see your
breath," said Watson. He
needs just $124 here to reach
$300,000 for a third straight
year. First prize is454,000 in
the 6329,000 tournament.
"It was just a difficult day,"
said Nicklaus, still searching
for his first victory of 1979.
Wadkins, who conquered the
winds of Sawgrass to win the
Tournament Players
Championship earlier this
year, is fast, building -a
reputation as a good Oar
weather performer..
"No,': he insisted, "I don't
really consider myself a bad --
weather player. I , would
rather play .in 80-degree
sunshine with no wind every
time. Maybe I just con-
centrate better when the
weather's bad."
Still, Wadkins birdied three
holes in a row on the front side
and solved the front nine for a
32, 2 shots off the course




CORNING, N.Y. — Susan
O'Connor is a 30-year-old
Californian who has not madt
much of a mark on the Ladies
Professional Golf' ASsociation
tour since turning pro ,five
years ago.
She has not won a tour-
nament and her best finish
this year was a tie for 30th in
the Sahara National.
But Thursday, she was the
only golfer to break par on the
tough, rain-soaked, 6,203-yard
Corning Golf Club Course and
she held a one-stroke lead
eatering today's second round
of the $100,000 Corning
Classic, a 72-hole tournanlent
with a first place prize of
$15,000.
"I'm very thankful for what
I've shot today, but 0.ere are
,still three' days .eft and
anything can happen on this
course," said O'Connor.
One reason. O'Connor cited
for her improved play wasa
sore knee which she claimed
improved her swing. She also






You get 12 pieces of fish,
II hush puppies,
a pint of cole slaw, and
plenty of french fries.
Saves1"
when you feed the family
saw sLoo at Captain D98
^ 
on the Value Pack
Premed UP roman far 115.11 (glans V al le Park
Otter pad Marti:Ikea May S. 1
Murray, Ky





For Your State Senator
Things I Would Promote:
1. "Investigate high electric rates"
2. More money for rural roads, school
improvements, and creek drainage.
3. Promote Gasohol production in Ken-
lucky. ,








Sonny Viola of Nat-
chitoches, La., came in with
the largest 
and heaviest string
Ttrtirsday, with six fish
weighing 15 pounds and nine r_
(maces.
VOTE FOR A FARMER
& AG-BUSINESSMAN
INSTEAD OF A LAWYER.
Paid For By Candidate
4
- —


























































Chrome-plated all steel sportsman






Tasty sod nubitleue West
Err Sr. entire leiwIty.
TREASURED MEMORIES
FRAMES
11 X 14. size with 2- wood
frame. Choose one with 7 or





Comfort wedge has grained upper with ad-
justable varn_p and instep strap Thickly
ersofirrIpptect tvcrstip-sotiv.
Sizes to 10.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
1117A1 111 Y YA* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Open Regular * * * * * * * * * * **
Memorial Day 11  Through May 28th
Hours Prices GoodOn
9-9 * * * * * * * * * * * •
This cool and „comfortable
tank top relays 4he message
"IT FEELS SOD GOOD" in
orful screened decal • ront
of it. 55/45 dotto. • un rayon.











Heavy Duty super cell batteries, with more








4-PAK M & M MARS
CANDIES
Selection includes. Milky Way,
snickeis.-3 Musketeers. Forever
Yours, Mars 41mond ears, Plain'
and Peanut M & M's.
PORTABLE FOLDING GRILL
Berbeque !Imo le any bine wttti this
deep bowt grill with 4-position grid
adjuster. rubutar biding tripod legs
for easy portarbRIty and Manage
Model 2305
Sporty simulated leather uppers
and innersole , Scooped Out low
wooden bottom, bouncy easy











Moony duty foam wadi c/n-











R.S. VARY IN SONE
2.37 svostas
10"x14"x31/2"
HIBACHI597 Heavy cast Iron grill. doubt*
7.4 4 

























N't20 EXPOSURE SLIDES I4d
LIMIT ONE ROLL PER COUPON
(4












You rnvesi*C1 a lot of money in your car pro-







lit PRIZE—MERCURY BOBCAT (One Winner)
2nd PRIZE—LED WATCHES (20 Winners)
3rd PRIZE—CALCULATORS (50 Winners) .
4th PRIZE—CAR CARE IN BUCKET (150 Winners)
FREE!"
41,-*














/LONDON (AP) — Most
European markets were
.closed today for the Ascension
Day holiday, but M - such
trading as there waS the dollar
was stronger. Gold prices
eased.
The British pound was
trading at $2.05775 in London,
compared to $2.05785 Wed-
nesday.
. In Milan, the dollar was
trading at 855.35 lire, down
from 856.75 Wednesday.
TV dollar closed in Tokyo
4 /19.15 yen, down from
219.925 Wednesday.
:Gold was quoted at 9263.125
a troy ounce in London, down
from $263.50 at the opening
and $263.875 late Wednesday.
NEW DEPARTMENT
ANN ARBOR, Mich. 1AP)
— The University of
Michigan's regents have
approved establishment of a
Department of Theater and
Drama, effective July 1. s
The new department will
consist of the theater section




































Photos By Kaye Peebles
Ex-President To Sell Estate
To Group Of Businessmen
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif.
(AP)' 'Former President
. Richard Nixon is selling the
seaside estate he had once
hoped the United States
government would-want as an
historical Shrine.
Mimi acquired the 26-acre
Casa Pacifica property in 1969
and used it as his Western
White House. It became his
_disco
purchasers
refuge in 1974 when he quit the .
In December 1973, the Nixon
family had 'annoTiced its
intentions to leave the San
Clemente property to the
government for public use.
But Brennan said Thursday
that the government had
shown no interest* in it for an
historical site, as the Nixons
hadhoped.
'When they decided to sell
the estate, Brennan said, the
Nixons chose not to put it on
presidency. -
Retired Army Col. Jack
Brennan, Nixon's chief aide,
said in a statement Thursday
that the former president and
his wife at will move from
their 12-room Spanish-Style
home to a. less expensive new
home nearby which was
recently purchased for a
reported $650,000 by 'Miami
millionaire Charles G. "Bebe"
Rebozo. Rebozo is a long-time
. friend of Nixon.
Bfenrian sail the Nixons
SEASON PASSES




Purchase prior to Pool Opening and
Save $5.00
Single Pass — $20.00







Democrat Primary - M29. 1979
Help Farmers Consumers and
Save the Democratic Party Woodrow Wilton'
Thirty one years farmer
Eight years won Dept of Agriculture
Twelve years ap County Judge
Now Servinda. Co4nty Judge Execuitve of
Metcalfe-County Edmonton K entrck y 42129




millionaire friend of Nixon's,
had agreed to'sell the estate to
a group of Orange County
businessmen. Abplanalp holds







the open market./tor, fear.




According to Brennan, :he
Nixorls will be leaving the 12-
room ome beret/se they are
una e . to afford the cos of
ntaining the house and.
grounds, and because , ver-
seeing its care has becbiv tE.CO
burdensome for Mrs..N xon.
She suffered a stroke in -July
1976:
Brennan said Nixonts new
home will be one, of about 50 in
a private compound knoun as
Cypress Shores.
The seaside estate.. a: the
south edge of San Clemente.
was bought by Nixon and
Abplanalp in 1969 for a total
$1.5 million: The property
includes 26 acres, of which the





supervisor for the Calloway
County Schools, has released
the menus for the final week of




fries, kraut and wieners, hot
ham and cheese and fries,
pimento cheese: Tuesday-
hamburger and fries, raviolo,
tacos, chicken salad: Wed-
nesday-hamburger and fries,
pork chop patti, pizza and
fries, bacon, lettuce, and
tomato; Thursday--
hamburger and fries, sack
lunches ( sanwiches, chip,
fruit). A variety of vegetables,
salads, desserts, and breeds,
plus milk, tea, and lemonade








A number of students from
the Murray City Schools had a
unique glint-school treat
Tuesday. ough the cour-
tesy of the Murray Civitan
Club and Sunbird Inc., an air
charter service based in
Murray, the students were
given a sample of travel by
air.
Special education teachers
who planned the trip and
accompanied the students
were Betty Wagar, Susan
Hargrove, Patti Hosford,
Tonda West and Mike Miller.
Mrs. Wagar, who termed
the event the "icing on the
cake," explained that the
Civitan Club had donated $300
to the Murray Special
Education Program. The
money was used for a series of
field trips to provide ex-
periences for 'the students-






Your Vote And Influence
Willie Appreciated
• Political




















and biscuits4. Thursday-sack -
lunches.
Hamburgers will be served
at the elementary schools on
Monday and Wednesda,,. and
hot dogs on Tuesday and
Thursday, except on deys






No. 1 On The
Ballot
- For Murray City Councilman
I Will Listen to the Voice of the People
advertisement paid tiv William Bailey candidate
FIGHT INFLATION
NEBRASKA'S FINEST BEEF
(Sold Directly To Public)
Ribeyes
$1105 to 6 oz. each
$150
7 to 8 oz. 1 each




" 8 oz. $1 50 each
T-Bones
$150





Ground Beef Patties 10,(1°L.es
TRUCKLOAD SALE
9 a.m.-9 p.m.
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Convicted Murderer Spenkelink Executed Tod
By THOMAS E. SLAUGHTER
Associated Press Writer
STARKE, Fla. ( AP ) —
Convicted murderer John A.
Spenkelink was put to death in
Florida's electric chair today,
clenching his left fist as 2,250
volts of electricity shot
through his body. He was
pronounced dead at 10:18 a.m.
Spenkelink, 30, became the
first man executed in the
United States since Gary
Mark Gilmore willingly faced
a firing squad in Utah on
HERE'S
HEALTH
By OR. INTIM TRACKER
Parents should keep
an eye on their children
to be sure that their ac-
tivities do not overstress
their still-developing
spines. Skateboard
riding, with one foot
lower than the other,




while watching TV or
doing homework'. Such
distortion and abase
could result in the
displacement of one or
more vertebrae. This in
turn pinches the nerves •
that carry.' messages
from the brain to, all
parts of the bodi. •
It pays to see that
your child gets periodic
chiropractic examinati-
ons and correction of
any defects. Phone our
office.




January, 17, 1977. Before that,
no executions had been
carried out in this country
since 1967.
Spenkelink was executed in
a drab beige deatll room at the
Florida State 'prison. He
received the first jolt of
electricity at 10:13 a.m.
After the first surge, which
singed the skin on his right
calf, sending smoke into the
death chamber, Spenkelink
received two more jolts of
electricity.
A doctor was then called to
check his heart at 10:14 a.m.
The doctor looked at prison
superintendent David
Brierton, stepped back and
waited two mori --minutes,
when he again chAked
Spenkelink's heart with a
stethoscope and again stepped
back. Finally. at. 10:18, he
made a third check, lifted the
death hood to look at
Spenkelink's eyes, and
checked his pulse. Spenkelink
was dead.
State Rep. Andy Johnson of
Jacksonville, an official
witness, said: "There is no
need for it. It is unchristian, it
is barbaric. We saw a man
sizzle today."
The Rev. Tom Feamtser, an
Episcopal priest who wit-
nessed the death, said "It
amazed me as I stood there. I
was looking at the backs of the
heads of the witnesses. I
thought, 'God almighty, how
could someboody want to
witness something as barbaric
as this."
The condemned man had
lost his last hope of reprieve
four minutes, before the
scheduled 10 a.m. execution
when the- Supreme Court in
Washington voted 6-2 to deny a
stay. Lawyers for Spenkelink
had presented a petition for a
stay to the court clerk at 7
a.m.
After Spenkelink had
received the first electrical
charge and while he was still
strapped in the death chair,
Feamster, who had visited the
condemned man for two
years, asked those in the
witness room to pray for the
dying man "in the name of
God."
Also present in the witness
room was Spenkelink's at-
torney, David Kendall of
Washington. Kendall
remained silent and stared
with a fixed gaze at
Spenkelink in the death chair.
The execution, which was to
have begun promptly at 10
a.m. was inexplicably delayed.
until 10:11, when the venetian
blinds separating official and.
media witnesses from -the
electric chair were opened,
showing Spenkelink already
strapped in the huge oaken
death chair.
He was wearing a white
gown rolled up at the sleeves
and blue pants. A towel was
placed under his chin.
A leather harness was
placed around his head, over
his chin and his arms, chests.
legs and ankles were secured
to the chair with wide leather
straps.
Spenkelink was not allowed
a traditional last statement —
contrary to prornises from
prison officials who had said
he would make a final speech.
Spenkelink was fastened so
securely in the head harness
that he could not open his






I earnestly solicited your vote and support. I thank
all who supported me in the 1977 Election and
thank you for your vote May 29, 1979.
I.H. (Hardeman) Nix
Political Advertisement
Lets get down to the b
of serious government.
at the 32 persons who wit-
nessed the execution on the
other side of the glass par-
tition. About a minute after
the blinds were drawn, o black
hood was lowered over
Spenkelink's face. Several
attendants inside the death
room stepped back from the
death chair and the first jolt of
electricity was delivered.
When the jolt surged
through his body, Spenkelink
clenched his left fist.
Shortly after Spenkelink
received the first electrical
charge his hands began to curl
and blacken. He moved only
slightly during the entire five-
minute ordeal and once he had
been pronounced dead the
blinds dropped, covering the
death room again.
In tne hours before his
death, Spenkelink received
- final visits by his family and
his minister.
The 10 a.m. execution
deadline was set early today
after a panel of three judges
from the 5th U.S. eircuit Court
of Appeals in New Orleans
removed a stay imposed by an
Atlanta member of the ap-
pellate court, effective at 9:30
a.m. EDT. -
Spenkelink's sister, Carol
Myers, and his fiancee,
Carlotta Key of Jacksonville,
visited the condemned man
about 5:30 a.m. They were
allowed one hug, then they
chatted across a table, the
prisoner in handcuffs..
"He's hanging in there," his
sister said later, 'breaking
down in tears. "He's got faith.
He's strong."
At the prison in Starke,
officials announced
preparations:
The condemned man's leg
and head would be shaved. An
electrician would ready the
heavy wires, skull cap and
metal-lined leg strap designed
*.o send 2,250 volts of elec-
tricity through Spenkelink's
body. A minister, a black- ._.
hooded executioner, 12 public
Spenkelink Jots Down
His Own Epitaph In
Final Hours Before Death
By RICK SPRATLING..
Associated Press Writer
STARKE, Fla. (AP) — In
his final hours, John A
Spenkelink jotted down his
own epitaph.
. "Man is what he chooses to
be. He chooses that for him-
self," Spenlielittlt wrote on a
note he slipped to his minister,
the Rev. Tom Feamster, less
than two hours before-he died
in Florida's electric chair.
Feamster, an Episcopal
minister who becime close to
Spenkelink- during his final
months, said that after han-
ding _ over the final written
message, the condemned man
then gave the clergyman a
message of love.
"The last thing he said to me
was that he loved me,"
Feamster said. "The last
—
And a serious business it is. That's why
Todd Hollenbach_ cut the tax rate. 4
times as Jefferson County Judge.
Hollenbach also innovated programs
for families and neighborhoods; for
aging and handicapped; for abused
and dependent children, and for the
battered spouse.
Speaking out on the Marble Hill
Nuclear Plant in 1976, he was one of
the first to warn of the dangers of
nuclear power. Todd Hollenbach was
a member of the Federal Coal Ad-
visory Council and will lead the fight
to utilize our coal resources.




• Prod kw by Hollenbach tor Lt Governor Commatee. 11 Dean Burg.ss, Treasure,. Box 1335. Louisville. hc
thing I said to him was that I
loved him ... we shook hands."
Feamster, who witnessed
the execution himself and
called it "barbaric," recalled
one other last statement from
Spenkelink:
"When this comes down, I
hope that some good will come
of it."
Spenkelink did not 'eat
breakfast. There was no final
meal, Feamster said, but did
take Holy Communion two
hours before he was exeehted.
"You need not waste your
prayers on John Spenkelink.
Let's pray for ourselves. Let's
pray for our souls," the
minister said.
"That wasn't John
Spenkelink 'that was elec-
trocuted in that chair today,
because John Spennkelink had
died of this kind of barbarism
years ago," the minister said.
David Kendall, one , of
Spenkelink's attorneys; said
the death penalty "will be a
thing of the past in another
generation."
He said Americans in tile
future will reject capital
punishment just as they now
reject segregated rest rooms
and burning of witches.
One of the 12 public wit-
nesses to the death was State
Rep. Andy Johnson of
Jacksonville who said he
attended to protest the
execution.
( It was not instant death.
Johnson Said.
"We saw a man sizzle-today
and if you leaned forward and
looked rlose you could see that
he sizzled and sizzled again ...
the man didn't die instantly.
We sat there and watched a
cruel and unusual thing."
As the speakers completed
giving their accounts of the
execution, a shiny biege
hearse drove slowly out.oLthe
prison compound and, down
the highway toward the towr
of Starke.
witnesses and 10 reporters
would be summoned to the
prison.
As time was running out,
Spenkelink's attorney, Margie
Pitts Hames, had said, "It
looks- like they're determined
to kill him.
"The overwhelming power




Darden Jr., was granted a
stay of execillion Tuesday
afternoon when a federal
judge agreed to hear his ap-
peal.
The U.S. Supreme Court,
which four times previously
had rejected Spenkelink's
appeals, on Thursday set
aside a stay ordered earlier
this week by Justice Thurgood
Marshall.
Spenkelink was in a holding
cell a few feet from the
electric chair at the Florida
State Prison. He was visited
for two hours by his minister,
the Rev. Tom Feamster —
who said afterward that the
condemned man exhibited no
fear. "He's doing very, very
well," Feamster said. "He's
dealing with this very well."
According to the Rev. Joe
Ingle, a supporter of
clemency, from about 3 a.m.
to 6:30 a.m., Spenkelink was
visiting with family members.
As dawn approached, small
fires could be seen flickering
inside the prison and inmates
could. be heard banging on
walls anti., cell. doors. About
two .dozeri protesters held
signs aloft on a road a quarter-
mile from the prison and
shouted, "Beath Row must
go."
liu.separate area reserved
for protesters favoring the
death penalty, a large mobile
home was parked and a white
coffin placed atop it. On the
coffin was a flashing yellow
light.
Twice before, last-minute
court orders had spared
Spenkelink from the
executioner — by three days
in 1977 and by less than eight
hours on Wednesday.
•ay
On Tuesday, defense at-
torneys were turned down by(
Supreme Court Justices
William H. Rehnquist and




was imposed for the 1973
murder of Joseph Sys-
rnankiewicz. Drifters and
career criminals, the two men
met on a Nebraska highway
and formed an alliance that












YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE WILL BE APPRECIATED
Pot Ad Paid For By Candtdate
WHAT'S NEW IN THE
WORLD??
WE ARE! WHO? WHERE?
211WestWood Pan1,Tenn38242
phone901/6424724
WE ARE-YOUR BEDDING HEADQUARTERS!!
SEALY - KING KOIL - DIGGS —
(NAMES YOU KNOW & TRUST)
WE ARE A UNIQUE SPECIALTY STORE!!
Your ONE STOP SOURCE for ANY bedding. Innersking
Foam — Water Flotation Systems — Discount Low Prices
— Bring your truck and SAVE — SAVE SAVE! ! DELIVERY
AVAILABLE. BANK FINANCING. CASH or CREDIT. We're
your best   exclusive source for any type mattress — box
spring or foundation. Paris only water bed store. West
Coast styles. Volume. bUying saves you big dollars --
Grand Opening Sale starts June 1st. $1,850.00 FREE BED-
DING to be GIVEN AWAY. Register often.
: We Don't Need Politicians To Give Their Opinions
We Need Them To Listen To Ours.
Opinions don't get the job done.
Promises won't get the job done.
But with your ideas and my concern we can work together.
Mary Jane Littleton has lived in
this district all of her life. She
knows our needs and the
challenges we face. She will
listen.
An Open Door for You In Frankfort
Vote For MARY JANE LI77LETON
Political Ad Paid for By Joe Toe Erwin (endow Treasurer
a.
THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & 
TIMES
HOME1 FEDERAL
12th & Main - Murray, Ky.
Attend The Church Of Your Choice
Corder
‘'Jk % iohmank
Bibles 8 Church Supplies
















. _ • C omplate A vtominic Tran
smission &wake
•Complete Tune op / Repair Sonic. 
753.1151
709 5 it






















Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
8th s, Chestnut 751-4432
a
The J. H. Churchill
Funeral HOMO .
• :
201 S. 3rd 753-2411
DeVanti's Steak
& Pizza House-
_ , America's Favorite
Drive-In
641 North Hwy. 753-9002
• Kenlake Marina . .
J.W. WILHAM -MGR.
-:: Ski Boat and Pontoon Boat Rental -.'.. -
Ky. Lake State Pork Ph. 474-2245
Ktntidelui Trio! Chau
'It's Finger Lickin' Good" •
Try Olor th.liK*Ira Loaf and Hue Seisitwidiers








South 12th St. - Murray 
.






641 North - 753-2654 .
The
Willi
i 1 F.OPLE _.i S BANK
rl.










D 11W Auto Supply
And Equipment
So. 12th St. 
•Auto Glass Installed. ' 704563
Tabers Body
Shop, Inc.
-Go To Church Sunday'. ,
Randy Thornton Service Co.
I










Worship Service 11 Ceans.
EVening Worship 6 30p in
IMMAANIEL MISSIORARY
Morning Worship 11 00a m.
Evening Worstup 6 30 p en.
nen BAPTIST
Morning Worship 10 45 am.
Evening Worship 7 00 p os
WEST PORK
Morning Worship 11 Na
Rods y Evening 6 00 pa.
Wedneeday Evening 7 pa.
SWUNG SPRING
Morning Worship 11 00 A M




Fs ening Worship 
7 00 p.m
nein BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11 DI a.m.







Sunday School 9 45 Arm
Morning worship 10 45 am.
Singing, Evening Wors 5 30.6 00p.m
ROOD RIVER
Morning Worship 11 00a m
Evening Worship 6 30 p m
11111115111 BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11 00 m
Evening Worship 7 30 p m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship 10 50 a m
Evening Worship 6 00 p m
NEW MT. CARMEL M/SSIONARY
Morning Worship 11 00 a m.
Evening worstup 7 00 p m
FLINT BAPTIST
Morrung Worship 11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship 6 sspAn.
°MIRY CORNER
Morning Worship II :163 a.m.
Evening Worship 7.00p.m.






Evenuig Worship 7 15p.m.
SUGAR CRIER
Mortung Worship 11 00 a .m
Evening Worship 7 15 p.m.
OWENS CRAM
morning Worship 11 00 a m
Evening Worship 5 30 p m £6 00 p m
MOUNT NORIO FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School 9 30a ns
Worship 11 00 a m
LONE OAK PRINMVE
latSunday 2 00 p.m.
3rd,5undap-- 40.. 30 aslit.
Map MONT--
Sunday School 10 00 cm.
Worship Service . 11 00a ns.
Evetung Service 6 00 Pin7
COLD WATER
Morning Services 11 00c m,
Eventng Services ' 6 00 p.m.
FAITH SAFEST
Morning Wptship , II Ma m.
Evening Worship 630 pm.
tot.trir weave
Morning Worship 11 CO ISM.
Evening Worship 7 00 p m
CIIISTNUT STRUT GENERAL
Sunday School 10 00 a.m.
Morning Worship • 11 00 arm),
LEDIETTER fillsSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School 10 00am.
Preaching 11 00am0•6 00pm
Wednesday night 7 00 p.m.
SPRING CREEK
BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship 11 -00a.es.
Evening Worship 7:10
ST. 101111 BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship 10:45 am.
Sunday School 9 30 a.m.
DEXTER 'BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Seriice 5" 30 p.m
Sunday School 10,00a m
Worship Service 11 00a m








Sunday School 10.: 00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.






Worship Services 1045 a .m_ IV 00 p.m
MURRAY CHRISTIAN TIUOWSEIN
Worship 10 30a m
Bible School Masn
Evening Service 6 00 p m
CIIIMICH Of /BUS CHRIST
Of LAMER DAY SAINTS
Woodman of World Bldg
Sunday School 10 45 a m
Evening Service 4 10 p m.
ST. LEO CATHOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Mass ea m.11a m , eltip m
Saturday Maas 6 30 p m
CHRISTIAN smut!
SERVICES
Farmer Ave and 17th St , Murray, Ky
Sundays 11 -00 a m Testimony meeting
second Wednesday 11 p m
JEHOVAH'S WITTIUSU
Watchtower 10 30 a m
Bible lecture 9-30a m
ST. OWN'S EINCOPAE
Worship Hour 11:45 a m
Church School 11 00 a m
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School 10 15 
a m
Church Service 11 30 a m
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST,
Sabbath School Sat. 1111:311a.m.
Worship Service Set. 9-150.m
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Church of Christ
NEW MIOVIDENCE
Morning Worship II:00a rr
Evening Worship 6:30p rr
UNMIRSITT
Morning Worship m
Evening Worship II:00 p rr
MEN MAIN
Bible Study 10 a rr
Worship Service 10 65 a.m. 110 p rr
Wed Worship 7:30p rr,
WEST 11111111tAT ,
Morning Worship 10:011a re
Evening Worship 11:111p.rn
UNION EOM
Morning Worship 111:0110 rr
Evening Worship 11:11114 ir
srWurres rates
Worship Sersoct 10:411, m
Evening Worship
NEW CONCORD
Morning Service 111-.501 re
Evening Worship 6:01p .m
PLEASANT VALLEE
Morning Worship 11:11a m
Evening Worship IPS p.m
SECOND STIIIT


















Sunday School 19 96a rr
Morning Worship 10 30 a re


































Sunday School 10 10. 71
Wordup Service 11 10a m
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School 45 a m
Worship Service 11 00a m
OAR GROVE 
Sunday School 10 60 rn





Worship Service 10 45 a m
Pentecostal
LIMO 0EN015
Morning Worship 11 Maga
Evening Worship 7 30 p.m
UNITED, NEM CONCORD
Sunday School • 10 1110•.m.
Worship Services 11 00 a in.. 6-00pin
CALVARY meta
Sunday School 10 00 am











norm, 310 MAN AVE.
Sunday School 
10 t a m
Evening Worship 7 
pin
REWARDS CHAPEL
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Worship Service 11 Ma m
Evening Worship 7 00p m
FIRST UNITED
Sunday Worship 10 00 • m &7 00p.m
Thes & niurs 7 
00p in












Worship 10 10a ni
Sunday School 11 00 a m
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship 11 00 a.m
Sunday School IQ 00 a _m
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School ' 10 00 cm
Worstup 11 00 a.m.
human alma MINES
Worship Service 9.700M.
Sunday School 10 30 a .1e.
SNOWED ROTTED
Worship Service 11:1110.M.,
Sunday School It MI"
11101/11101.10CI IMMO
Sunday School GP IS am
Morning Worship 11:1111• m
RINCSET UNTTID
Sunday School 10 te • m
Morrung Worship 11 team
FNening Worship 7 0R pm
COLDWATER IMMO
Worship Service 11 00 a m lit & bid
Sunday 10 00 a m 3rd A 4th, Sunday
School 10 00 • m 1.6 & bid Sunday 11 1111
am 3rd 4th Sunday
MARI MU MUD
Morning Worship 10 00a m
Sunday School 11 00a m
HUT aerniootsr
Worship I 45610 90am
BMWS OIAPEI UNITED
Sunday School IS Nam
Morning Worship 11. 010am
LYNN GROVE
Worship Sertire 9 45 a.m
(lurch School 10 45 a m
GOSIIEN METHODIST
1/lurch School 10 00 a m
Worship Serowe 11 00a m
Evening Services Worship 6 30p m
C1X11 CAMPGROUND
Worship Service 10 00a m
DERTERMARDIN UNITED
Sunday School 10 00. m
Worship 11 00•
m .6 00 p m
MT. HURON
Worship 'Service 10 OD a m lit Sunday &
11 00 am 3rd Sunday. Sunday School
11 00 a m 1st Sunday - 10 00 a m 2nd,
3rd A 4th Sunda)
MT. Ciiiikut
Worship Service 10 00 a m 2nd Sunday;
11 00 a m 4th Sunday Sunday School




Morning Servo es 10 45 a m
SITNIL UNITED
Morning Worship 9 30, m
Sunday School 10 SO a m
1st & 3rd Sunda) Night 6 00 o m
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School 10 00. to
Morning Worship II 00am
2nd & 4th Sunday Night 7 00 p m
SOUTH PLIASJUIT GROVE
Sunday School 15 • m
Morning Worship 10 45. m
Evening 7 00p m
STOREY'S CRAM UNITTD










461 Olive - 753-5312
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Sears, Gen Manager
Serves Graves, Calloway, Marshall (arl
oslo (sorters, a ky and
ovaryCi , Teem.
• 753-4351 or 247-4350
COMPLIMENTS ,
Paschall Truck Lines




"Serving Murray for 25 Years"
Pete and Anthony Rutlege ,
7534452 or 753-6565
Keel Purchase Tire
Tour Complete Tire Service Center
We Service Them All - Large or Small' '
Max Keel





























708 N. 4th St. !Murray
cn iTAYLORD CO.
Lynn Grove Rd. . 753-5742
Captain D's
seafood





-Sere* Toe Slam 1$17"
Blue Grass - Nardware
Casa I lack Knives
214 0.1. 51.




7 5 3-8 302 
-The Prescription Speainli..4,' 
MURRAY, • '104






Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans







Sunday Buffets - 11 to 2
Hwy. 641 South 753-5986
Gallimore's Restaurant
Specializing in Cat fi.sh D 'inert












Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Building Blocks Ready Nit Concrete
East Main Street
Love is Love's Reward
641 Super Shell
Free Pickup 8 Delivery
OpesO JO • ttl (bit 1 00 p
S4today Open II 00 • ot Giese 10 00 p itt
Wirth 17th Phew* 713 9131
"FIREPLACE
SHOPPE
Olympic Plaza, Murray, Ky 753.4150
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CUFKAD WHITE—FARMER
"Well grow it, John Y., you sell it."
I BELIEVE IN JONN V.
Eli WOOD BROWN JR.-YET
"Kentuckians are people with pride and con-
fidence," and he "will see to it that their govern-
ment encourages and reinforces that spirit instead
of draining it with regressive taxes and wasteful
spending,"
I BELIEVE IN JOHN T.
MARY WARREN—SEC
"It's time-somebody spoke up for the people."
I BELIEVE IN JOHN I.
W.P. WEST FAMILY—FARMERS
-A major problem for Kentucky's farming com-
munity is that any profit our farmers make must be
reinvested every year back into their property. As a
businessman, I will attempt to find new and better
methods for financing and developing Kentucky's
Agri-business."
I BELIEVE IN JOHN T.
LEMMA WARREN—HOUSEWIFE -
"The governor should commit himself to your
needs and your destiny, not his own and not those
of the people who put up the money for his cam-
paign."
I BELIEVE IN JOHN V.
FARM KIDS
"[atoning is a business and, as a businessman, I will
be able to help find new and expanding markets for
Kentucky's farm products, including tobacco, both
here and overseas."
I BELIEVE IN JOHN T.
_
SONDRA FORD — TEACHER
"Our educational decisions should not be made
exclusively by politically appointed administrators
and politically elected board members."
I BELIEVE IN JOHN!.
SHARON BROWN—HOUSEW1FE
"We don't have to rank at the bottom in educationand income"
I BELIEVE IN JOHN V.
"I want to dedicate my life now to the people of Ken-
tucky. I want to be your voice. I need your help in this
partnership. God alone knows how far we can go, but
the time has come for us to begin."
Paid for by: Brov.0 for Governor Campaign Fund
1310 South Third Street, LouisviO, Kentucky 40208, Ron Geary, CPA, Treasurer.
LOYD & ONEIDA BOYD
"The governm'ent belongs to you, not the
politicians."
I BELIEVE IN JON114: WILLIAM GORDON—KID!
"My mommy likes John Y. and my mommy is the
smartest mommy in the world. I like John Y. too"
I BELIEVE IN JOHN V.
WALTER STEELEY—FARMER
"We have as mudi -to offer as any state in the
union—a talented, productive work force...and the
finest people in the world.
I BELIEVE IN JOHN T.
JOHN TAYLOR—TEACHER
"In the principle of professional negotiations for
Kentycky's teachers. They have a right to be heard."
I BELIEVE IN JOHN V.
BILL ADAMS — FARMER
"It's not right that the politicians and the govern-
ment get fat from inflation while you get thin."
I BELIEVE IN JOHN V.
RANDY McCALLON—YOUNG FARMER
"In a Kentucky that is full of opportunity and hope
and optimism."
I BELIEVE IN JOHN Y.
H. 0. WARREN—RETIRED BUSINESSMAN
"The small businessman needs to have the govern-
ment get out of his business so he can grow and ex-
pand and create jobs.
I BELIEVE IN JOHN V.
BILL WARREN—AGRI BUSINESS
"Trade-offs and political giveaways are not
.tolerated-by the governor who will be obligated to
no one but the people...and pays his own way."
I BELIEVE IN JOHN V.
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Calloway County Superlatives
Best Personality









































WE HAVE A CHATEAU BONNE
7 FOR SIXTEEN DOLLARS















Sharion Adams Terry Lynn Paschall
Best Dressed









YOU WERE A PILOT,





























TOMORROW : EX -coiv.
Best Looking
I .aDon Dowdy Ken IMbrris
Class Clowns










Nanc) Murdock Ricky Garland
Most Athletic
Kenneth McCuiston Rose Ross
Most Likely To Succeed
'14
Sheila MeKenize Tommy Boggess




LEXINGTON, Ky. i AP ) —
Democratic gubernatorial
.contender John Y. Brown Jr.
has questioned the merits of a
lawsuit filed against him by
former pro basketball player
Dwight Lamar.
„The action was filed in New
York, where a federal judge
ordered it transferred here to
U.S. District Court.
Lamar's suit alleges Brown
failed to honor a personal
service contract he signed
with Brown May 20, 1976, a




Brown, reached in Paducah,
said, "It hasn't been identified
that I'm a proper party to it ...











































































































































Distr. by INItod Feature Syndkete, Inc.
Campaign opponent Terry
McBrayer told reporters after
a Louisville news conference
that Brown, who says he has
done business 25 years without
aa lawsuit, "just had one
yesterday transferred from
New York to the Eastern
District of Kentucky ... some
kind of breach of contract or
something, I don't know."
Lamar, former Southwest
Louisiana star, signed with
the. ABA's San Diego
Conquistadores in 1973. The
franchise collapsed in 1975 and
he signed with the Indiana
Pacers, but was cut in May
1976. He then signed a seven-
year contract with Brown.
The suit says the contract
"required Lamar 'to perform
personal services on a fulltime
basis as a public relations
representative ... or a skilled
'basketball player ... . years
beginning Oct. I, 1976' ... on
behalf of Kentucky Colonels,
Limited..."
Ist
An affadavit by Brown said
Lamar performed no services
under the contract and
received no money after June
1976, when the ABA folded.
Brown's attorney filed a
motion to dismiss the com-
plaint because the New York
411 nolurialiction over
Brown. Judge Charles S.
Haight conceded his lack of
jurisdiction, but did not
dismiss the complaint.
The suit claims Brown
deleted Lamar's name from
the team roster used in a July
1976 "dispersal draft" of
players from defurret ABA
yams. LaMar alleges his ABA
contract was not guaranteed
because of the omission.
Lamar originally  sued the
Pacers, charging they owed
him $15,625 from the 1975-76
seas-Olt. He also asked $35,000
for the difference between his
ABA Contract and a $40,000




When a judge refused Cs
request for a summary
judgment, Lamar amended
his•cornplaint in July 1977 to
make Brown the defendant.
The full value of Lamar's
contract with Brown would
-have been $700,000. He was to
.. receive $50,000 a year salary
and a total of $350,000 in
payments deferred over 15
years upon completion of his
professional career.
Lanier claims Brown should
be liable for the deferred
payments. Brown claims the
Obligation fell to Kentucky
Colonels, Ltd., which no
longer exists.'
A campaign aide in
Louisville who said he talked
with Brown's lawyers said
hundreds of suits were filed
when the ABA folded, and the
courts had ruled Brown was
not properly a party to this
one.
"I wasn't part of any of
them," Brown said, -That's
why they are maving it to
Kentucky. It hasn't been
identified that I'm a. proper
party to it.
"It was originally against
the Indiana Pacers and the
ABA and then later — with
some OT tritsw-Kg1tratettrirr
everybody they can think of —
they put me In and they put the /
Colonels in. I don't think
there's any merit to it beca
aoullt.t.,hat was settled years. go
:s
when we sold the Colonels
/.
Brown called cBrayer's
mention 'of the suit "just a
political maneuver. I guess
can expect this fm tiine to
time now that I'm in public _%
life."
"I'm proud of my record
that I haven't had a lawsuit in
25 years, but then again
anybody can sue you. The
question is whether there's
any merit in it," he said.























































LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
I LEGAL NOTICE 1. LEGAL NOTICE
THIRTY DAY NOTIFICATION
PRIOR TO REVIEW ASSUMPTION
Kentucky Peer Review Organization will
assume full review responsibility on June 25, 1979,
for review of long-term care services and items
provided in:
Westvietv Nursing Home, Murray
Murray-Cailoway County Hospital
Kentucky Peer Review Organization will review
the care provided in these facilities to persons
eligible to receive benefits under the Medicare,
Medicaid, and Maternal and Child Health
Programs. The Kentucky Peer Review
Orgapization will assume full review responsibility
pursuant to an agreement with the Secretary of the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare and
the requirements of Title XI, Part B, of the Social
Security Act (42 USC 1320c et seq.) and regulations
and guidelines thereunder.
A formal plan and timetable approved by the
Secretary for assumption of review responsibility
by the Kentucky Peer Review Organization are
available for public inspection between the hours of'
E.S.T., Monday through Friday, at 4010
Dupont Circle, Louisville, Kentucky.
Questions may be addressed in writing to: Ken-
tucky Peer Review Organization, 4010 Dupont Cir-






















provisions of KRS 103.210,
notice is hereby given that
"Preliminary), Bond
Resolution" was adopted
* the Common Courted of
City of Murray at its
regular meeting of May 24,
1979. The amount of the in-
dustrial revenue bond issue
is in an amount not to ex-
ceed ten million dollars
i$10,000,000i with the
lessee corporation being
the Quaker 'Oats Company
and/or its division Fisher
Price Tots. Such bonds are
to be retired from the
proceeds of the lease
payments as set forth in
KRS 103.200 to 103.285 in-
clusive.






que, 25 years ex-
perience. Roberson Hit-
Burger Imo, 413 S. 4th
St. 753-9151. •
2. NOTICE 











-hickory smoked Par b.q, by
the shoulder Or by the pound,
packaged to go al Big lye's







regular display, must 
besubmitted by 12












requested to check the
first insertion of ods for
corrections This
newspaper will be




Y SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROMP
TtY IN CASE OF AN
r'RROR
GOD IS LOVE. I John 4:8
"But seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and His
rIghtousness. and all these
things shall be added unto
you." Matthew 6 33 24 hour
phone, answered by God's
servants NOT A TAPE 759
4600 'Bible Facts and Free
Store Hear our broadcast





















The City of Murray is requesting bids on the
following equipment to be installed at the new Cen-
tral Garage Facility at 201 Andrus Drive.
1. Two (2) fuel pumps
2. One (1) knocked-down steel island
3. One (1) canopy
4. An electrical, automatic motor fuel and data
acquisition system 'Specifications for the above
mentioned items are available at the City Clerk's
Office 5th and Poplar Streets. Bids must be in the
Clerk's Office by 1:30 p.m. on June 5th, 1979 and will






7-3 with rotation., 3-11, or 11-7.
Competitive salarie and benefits.
Individualized refregher program
available. Month internship
available for new graduates. Call
(502) 886-5221, Ext. 154 - Hopkin-








large Traci Vilma Balsa-
clog




Complete lino of car, truck,






























on -and the Business
Office may be
reached on 7 5 3-






Fire (City) • 753-1441
Fire i County) 753-6952
FoArer Parents r.753-5362
Hospital  753-5131
Hum. Rts. Corn .753-0849
Humane Soc. 759-4141







Sheriff ...  753-3151
State Pol. 1-800-592-5401
This list of teldphone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip



















at essential. We offer




call o te: Mr. Tom
Bu1lJ1gton, CIT Finan-
ciatServices, 117 S. 4th
., 753-6702





N. 14Ib and Peer Farm Neat
411. P. V.






5. LOST & FOUND
LOST: BLACK cat wearing
white flea collar and also a
red collar. Last seen in
Wiswell road area. 75,18147. 
LOST: HALF lens reading
glasses in brown case.




machine operators. Apply in
person, Calloway-
Manufacturing 'Company,
•111 Poplar St., Murray, KY. 
FULL TIME lady, selling
and some book work. Send
resume to P.O. Box 32 T. 
SOMEONE To stay with
elderly lady in her home. 753.
9562, if no answer 753.3134. 
WANTED: COOKS and
waitresses. Apply in person
Trenholm's Restaurant. 
9. SITUATIONS WANTED 
WOULD LIKE to do
babysitting in my home,
located between Kirksey and.
Murray. 753-0516. 




equipment, stock and in-
ventory. For complete in-
formation call Guy Spann
Realty, 753,7724. 
MANAGER FOR new
Minnens store opening soon
in Murray. Experienced
retail person preferred.
Write Minnens, Inc., e.O.
Box 993, Paducah, KY 42001.
Give all pertinent
educational and employment
background. An equal op-
portUinty employer. 
13. SALE OR TRADE 
1952 CHEVROLET for sale
or trade for boat and motor.
Witt run, needs starter, little-
rust. Call 435 4287. 
14. WANT TO BUY 






Approx. 12 x 60, 1974
up, approx. 1 acre 5
mile radius of Murray.






Firm phone or ap-,
pointment Please. No




WANTED TO buy standing
timber, top prices paid. 489.
2334.WANT TO buy hand craft
items. Call 753.7989. 
1St ARTICLES FOR SALE 
BABY BED and mattress,
S25;• G.M. Love infant car
seat, $10; new stroller, $20;
-..Eound walker, $3. new 100
ad& Burst instant Kodak,
532. 436 2372. 
FOR SALE: Na ils 8 and 16CC
sinkers-KC no. box $15.50;
,,Styrofoam insulation-l;2" 4X8
$2.40, 1" 4 X 8 53.80; particle
board-five eighths inch 4X8
$4.25; plywood ' 2" 4X8 $7.50,
five eighths inch 4X8 $8.25,
34 4X8 $11.00; 'exterior
siding 4)(8 $7.00 and up;
paneling 80 selections of 4X8
sheets from $2.95 to $7.75;
cedar closet lining-4X8 $5.00;
doors $5:98 and up; cabinet
topping 30 cents sq. ft.;
vanities $60 and up, tub kits-
$30 and up; shower stalls
$135 complete, carpet $3.50
sq yd. by the roll only; inside
window shutters-10 cents
vertical inth; kitchen 5' base




one mile So. Martin, TN
38237. Phone: (901) 587-3000.
Open Saturday till 3 pm 
FIVE SETS aluminum motor
home levelers, $75; rear view
mirrors, $10. 753.7853. 
WE BUY and sell used air
conditioners. 753-1551 O'f 753-
.910-4.
14' WONDERLAND
F I BE RGLASS Runabout
boat, Sportsman trailer,
cushions, ski life jacket, set
of Kimberly skiis, 33'2 hp
1970 Johnson motor Also five
800 16 5 used tires, 4 regular
and one snow; three 100,1b.
propane tanks; screen house
porch for 16' trailer; used 4"
cast iron pipes. Call 436 2722.
16. HOME tURN1SHINGS 
TWO 8' ANTIQUE oak
showcases 382 2174.




C FARMALL, 5 foot wood
belly mower, A-1 condition,
$15,000 489.2184 after 5 pm 
FOR SALE: Massey
Ferguson tractor, 1962
model. Also 2 flat bed
trailers, two and three axle
heavy duty. 354.6644, Benton. 
850 NEW HOLLAND round
hay baler and rake, 2 years
old, good condition. Call 435
4244. 
RIDING MOWER, John
Deere, 5 hp, new carborator.
Call 753.8705.
20. SPORTS EQUIP.
FOR SALE: Golf Clubs and
bag. call 753-2479.
22. MUSICAL 
MUST SELL! 7 floor model
organs, (new warrenty),
before new shipment arrives
our special deal to you we
make down payment, you
make the small monthly
payments as low as $15 per









Sales, Parts and Service. 442
9396. 
CLOSEOUTS! . CARPET,
vinyl linoleum, roll balances,
remnants, discontinued
paint, interior and exterior
Big savings! Sherwin
Williams Company, 753 3321. 
DRY CLANERS _going out
of busin'ess, dry- cleaning
equipment and supplies_ Call
492 8758. ' 
.EXTERIQR PAINT, regular
$12.99 now $8.99. Interior
paint, regular $9.99 now
$7.99, also our best exterior
latex A.100, regular $14.99
now only. $10.90. Sherwin
Williams, 7531321.
FLATBED TANDEM trailer
with ramps, 2011. long, 7 ft. 6
inches wide. Phone 753.1261
after 5 pm. 
FOR SALE: 4 to 5,000 bricks.
Call 753-0276. 
1000 NEW RED bricks, $45;
36" like new storm door, $30.
Call 753-0076. 
S,1JPER SAVING on carpet
.dnd vinyl remnants;
discontinued paint; in stock
wallpaper; ciscontinued
carpet samples; and ladders.
We also rent the up and out
Steam Carpet cleaner. We do
custom picture framing.
Sherwin Williams, 753 3321. 
USED GARAGE door, 16' X
7' wi'th' windows,
disassembled, -S.55, Call 753.
8257. 
WANTED: VOTES for Alben
W. Barkley II, Democrat for
Commissioner • of
Agriculture. Let a farmer
solve Kentucky's farm
problems. Paid fur by
candidate. '
WORMS, RED worms, Nita
trawlers; Rex's Worm
Farm, lrvan Cobb Road,
Highway 732. Phone 436-589a 
WALLPAPER CLOSEOUT
sale, all in stock wallpaper,
50 per cent off. Also 5 lines of
wallpaper, 25 per cent off.
Sherwin Williams, 753.3321. 
.26. TV-RADIO 
SISSON'S ZENITH color t.v.
sale! Now till the 29th. $25 off
sale price on all 25" t!v.'s
some as much as $50 off. $10
off any 19" color t.v. Open
Monday. Buy now and save.
Get one year free service at




of Murray on Highway 94,
Ph 
.RESPONSIBLE




27, MOB. HOME SALES 
1973 GUERDON, 12 X 40,
UNDERPINNED and tied
down. Located in Coach




cellent condition, new car-
peting.remodeled NOBLE.1 d 753 
-9912MX 65, 3
bedrooms, 1 baths. Located
in Rivera Courts. Central
air, underpinned, ready to
live in., extra nice, $5400J Call
436-2430. 
1970, 12 -X 60, GAS mobile
home, furnished, $4000. 753-
2590.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
APARTMENT AND sleeping
rotten for rent, close to
University 753 4140 or 436
2411. 
FURNISHED ONE and three
bedroom apartments, ad
joining University, 1303
Chestnut. Phone 753 5101. 
FURNISHED APART







bedroom, very close to
University campus. Call 753
8742 after 5 pm. 
NICE FURNISHED one
bedroom apartment. Inquire
100 S 13th Street, 
NICE TWO bedroom
apartment, married couples
preferred, no pets, $165 per
month. Call 753-6931. 
TWO 1 BEDROOM furnished
apartments, $95 and $110 a
month. Deposit required.
Call 753-8271 or 753.0763. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment,
$90 per month. Call 753-6114
between 6 and 8 pm. 
33. ROOMS FOR RENT 
SLEEPING ROOMS, newly
redecorated, one block from
University, $70 per month,
utilities furnished. 759-4909 or
753-1812. 
34. HOUSES FOR RENT 
SMALL FURNISHED house
for rent, close to University,
ideal._ for 'couple working or
going to sthool. References
required. 753-3920. 
TWO BEDROOM house in
country, carpeting, stove and
refrigerator, children
welcome, $100 per month,
deposit required. 753.1427.










Ideal for storing house
full of furniture, cars,
antiques, business
overflows, etc. Phone.
753-7618 after 5:00 p.m.




conditioned, nattral gas heat,
and stove Excellent con-
dition. Can be seen at D 4
'Fox Meadows Best offer.
Please call 753 7730 (home); •
753.2400  (work).
211. MOB. HOME RENTS 
FOR RENT 10 X S5 Mobile
..alleteddcu.Struar i %rata_
lot. -Ben N11. 43-3705, after 5
pm. 
FOR RENT mobile home
10 X 42, krnished, air con
ditioned, nice. Mobile Home
Village. 753 3895 or 753-3482.
MOBILE HOME for rent, 1
bedrooms, water and gar
bage 'pickup furnished, one
mile out of, city limits. Phone
01-it
753 5405 alter 6 pm.
29. HEATING & COOLING
g7- SALE 6,000 BTU Sears 
_
air COndi. oner, Still on
warranty '59 1?75• •
-7ath-territ-efeereera-
10. BUS. RENTAL
FOR RENT 1000 ft. storage
Dry, safe, easy etttessiblity,
only $60 pr month. Cadiz.
522 8469
31. I WANTERS 
ITOTY R7NT
UNIVERSITY FACULTY
member wants small rental
house, nice residential area.
City schooi d;strict. 759.4045
after 9 pm
DINING TABLE and 4




table, table and 4 chairs; 3
piece bedroom suite, com-
plete, end tables, lamps; bar
With back bar; carpeting;
and miscellaneous. Call after
6 pm.at South Side Manor,
apartment 33. 
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS for
sale Frigidare Frost free
refrigerator freezer, $175;
Burris green vinyl recliner,
$50, J.C. Penney ladies 10
speed bicycle,$5O thr_ee,
shelf bookcase with glass
doers. $25. two large whiskey
barrels, $8 each, used gOlf
clubs, bag and hand cart,
550. 8 X 10 brown braided
rug, $15. Call 753 8066 after 4
WHITE FRENCH Provincial
Duncan Phyfe dining table:
and chairs. S1125. Call 753
8271.
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP, 
NICE BIG horn saddle and
'bridle. Call 753.3823. 
TWO PONIES with pony
saddles and bridles. Both are
barrell trained, spirited but
ridden by children. Call 753.









Dachshund puppies. S65. 753-
5852.
'AKC ALASKAN --kalamute
puppies, shots and Wormed,
nice pets. Arcadia Pines




753 3277 after 5 pm 
GREAT DANE puppies, AK
C. 9 weeks, $75. Also-
available Labrador
Retreiver puppies, AKC, 9
weeks. Paradise Kennels,
753,4106. 
41. PUBLIC SALES 
CARPORT SALE! Saturday
8 till 5, 904 N 18th. Crib
mattress, other baby items,
boys clothes size 10-12, maple
table, and other
miscellaneous items. 
CARPORT SALE, 109 N 17t11
Street. Lots of china, fur-
niture, clothes, two saddles,
large variety. Cheap.
Saturday and Sunday 9 till 5. 
GARAGE SALE, 2 party, 906
Doran Road, May 25th and
26th Stroller, baby back
pack, radio, toys, glassware,
crafts and clothes, infants
sizes through 6, boys and
girls. 
GARAGE SALE, 2 family,
Friday and Saturday.
Depression glass, several
antique dishes, clothes, and
lots of miscellaneous. 1398
Johnson Blvd.
TWO FAMILY moving sale!
Ducks, rabbits, Beagle pups;
antique beds, old wood cook.
stove; Pioneer speakers, 60
watt; 1972 VW Squareback
with air, as is; apartment
Size electric stove, crib
mattress; baby items;
clothes, and much more.
Highway 1346, I! It miles east
of 94 E. Saturday through
Monday, 9 am till 7 pm. 
YARD SALE! 1605 Keenland
Drive, Friday, May 25th and
Saturday, May 26th.
YARD SALE, coidwater,
Medye Lane, Saturday 9 till
5. Children's clothes, boys
l() itirnlesou%7, old mowers,mi
Sale
Saturday, May 16th
from 8:00 a.m. to
11:00 p.m. the
Calloway Manufac-
turing Co. 111 Poplar
Street Murray is having
done day, 4_1:ic sale,
OrT
Famous make jeans,
rests, blazers and long
coats. Prices will range
from $3.00 to $6.00.
41. PUBLIC SALES 
YARD SALE, 310 South 8th,
moving Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday /Us° a 1965 Olds
for sale. 
YARD SALE on City Landfill
Road, one mile off Highway
121, Saturday 8 am till ?
Very good men, women, and
boys clothes Odds and ends






Water front lots have
gentle sloping terrain
down to the water so
that you can launch
your boat from your
house site. Lake view
lots have a lake access
area nearby. All of lots
have nice wooded
building sites. These
are located in the
Hamlin-Pine Bluff'






COUNTRY LIVING at its
best in this older home on
lrvan Cobb Road. The home
has 2 bedrooms, kitchen,
living room, dining room and
bath. The best part is the
acre of ground with garden
spot, apple trees, peach
trees, pear and cherry trees
and grape arbor. Good well. 3
coal grate fireplaces, and
more for only $13;500. The








With The Friendls Tow_ h-
JUST THE PLACE
FOR YOUR FAMILY-
TO CALL HOME . .
About 1 mile West of











Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.
PICTURESQUE SETTING'
Spacious lot nestles im
maculate 3 bedroom home. It
calls the lovers of flowers,
trees, outdoor living. Tri
level with fireplace, sun
porch, and formal dining
roofn. See it today by calling




This home is located in







suite is al x 15, large
closets and there ate
21/2 baths. Many extras
that make this a home
you will need to see.
Priced in the ..$70's.





-BC)ft HOOD...walk to the
shopping center from your
new _ 3 bedroom, 1' 2 bath
home...all appliances...heat
pump. all this and °trey
priced in the mid





Professional Sem ic es
With Ti., Frienikl„
PERFECT HARMON-
Y . . . 1 year old, ap-
prox. 2,500 sq, ft., ef-




designer kitchen & ap-
pl., beamed great
room w/fireplacc, for- _
mal dining, 2 paths, 2
car garage. Sen-
sational buy in upper
60's. Call Now For Ap-
pointment,. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.
43. REAL ESTATE
WALK TO sasoot - riss
blocks hem RSV awl norm
Crust from Robertson. At-
Routes* 4 loaroms, 2 botb
beam with canard boat mid
I,. ideal ter vasing f.
°Hexed it $411,5110.
Think yea can eflord to bey7
Upstairs opt. am8. rented to
bolo mak* paymeats. Draw
stars hos tvi• bedrooms,
living room with fireplace.
footed beckyard is idol for









Over 3,000 sq. ft. of












heat and central air.




43 REAL ESTATE 
Pi tA, Ti,07
elazzigwoM
South 12th at Sycarno,•
TELEPHONE ?511&b1
Owner leaving Murray
and must sell! Four
bedrooms, two baths,
full basement, central
gas heat, storm doccs
and windows. All for
$32,000.00.
r-p1





With The Fnendly Touch
REDUCED, REDUC-
ED ... And it's vacant
and ready for you!
This 3 bedroom neat
home with extra lot.
Economical gas heat,
carpeted, large up-
stairs bedroom, a good
irrirestment on




105 N. 12th St.
WHAT YOU'VE asked for!
Acreage at a reasonable
price..46 acre m-1 with 33
tendable...corn, A.C. and
D. F. tobacco and
soybeans.. tucked away--in





house on nine highway
frontage acres near Midway,
including "Midway Trailer
Park"- with 10 active ap,
proved spaces and 4 more
spaces needing some im-
provement, all for only
$57,000. Trailer Park may be
purchased with ap-
proximately 2.5 acres at
$17,000, or with ap
proximately 8 acres at
$35,000. Also a good two
bedroom house at 903 Vine
Street for only $19,500. C.O.
Bondurant Realty. 753-9954
or 753.3460.
Interested in owning your own
cleanup shop plus 2. two
bedroom apartments on 1'3
acre lot in city limits of





392 N. 14 1.
Purdom & Thurman














on .08 acre lot.
possession with
deed. Will trade









Seldom does such an
opportunity come
along where a home in









back patio. Located 4
miles from Murray.
Let us show and tell














Do you want space to
have a home, garden,
orchard and trees? If
so, then you will want
one of the five acre
mini-farms located
within a quarter of
mile of the lake. These
wooded homesites are
located on Ky 1918 a
blacktop road in the
Hamlin-Pine Bluff
area. Phone and elec-





balance at less than












At TIDWELL'S LAWN AND GARDEN EQUIPMENT, we
appreciate your business and want you as our
customer regardless of where you purchased your
last equipment, we want to give you the very best
service possible. We now have three mechanics in
our shop - plus we are offering FREE pick up &
delivery on any job amounting to $15.00 or over to
better serve you; OUR CUSTOMER
So when you think of Repot,
Think of the people who Carel
Think of us et
ripin_41.XL48V4 ET448o44141:2111PMEill--- -
"e TIDWELL'S LAWN &
GARDEN EQUIPMENT i'kb
492-8147 303 Main St. Hazel, Ky.




PUT IT IN THE
ICE OLDER home in New
ovidence plus 50 X 20
ilding tor most any use.
'Come includes 4 bedrooms,
giving room, dining room,
lath and utility room. Home
sits on 1.4 acre lot and
Quilding across street also
srs on 3. acre lot. Home
leperate is $18,750 building
ig S15,000. 13pth together,
133,500 The Nelson Shroat
Cc. 759 1707
46. HOMES FOR SALE — 46. HOMES FOR 
SALE
S DOLLAR FOR Dollar S.
One of the best home values
we have had to offer you in
many a day Well kept brick
ranch style home, 3 nice size
bedrooms with walk-in
closets, large living room,
fully equipped kitchen,
family room Bring your
checkbook .. you'll want to
buy TI.. 5,36,500 Call James
for details_ Guy Spann
Realty, 753 7724.
1978 Cadillac Coupe DeVille, one owner, new car
trade in.
1978 Chevrolet Pick-up, 4x4, new car trade in.
1977 Cadillac Eldorado Coupe, low mileage, like
1978 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme:Cotjm..red in
color, all the extras.
1977 Oldsmobile 88, 4 door, new car trade in.
1976 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme Coupe, all the
extras, T-Top.
1976 Pontiac Trans Am, all 4 new tires.
1976 Oldsmobile 98 Regency 4 door, one owner,
new car trade in.
1975 Cadillac Eldorado Coupe, like new, new car
trade in
1975 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme, 4 door, double
power and air.
1974 Chevrolet Monte Carlo, double power and
air, color red.
1974 Pontiac Grand Prix, double power and air,
color red.
1974 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme Coupe, extra
clean, new car trade in.
1973 Buick Electra 225, one owner, new car trade.
1973 Dodge, half ton pick-up.
1973 Chevrolet impala 4door, new car trade in.
1972 Buick Wagon, needs a home.
•
1972 Oldsmobile Toronado, make a bid.






,Satudrd Customers Are Our
'Makn Concern"
1406 West Main 413-5315
BY OWNER • brick. home
near highscho•17 Carpeted
throughout, entrance hall, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, living
room, family room with
fireplace, kitchen with built
in range, disposal, dish
washer, utility room with
built ins, attic storeage,
patio, 2 car garage, gas heat
and central air Low utilities.
Priced in 560's. By ap




spaciousness Ovith new home
comfort and convenience in
nice neighborhood 3 4
bedrooms, 2 baths, dinin
room, custom oak cabinet
kitchen, large mester
bedroom suite, carpeted
Central gas heat, energy
saving fireplace stove insert,
insulated, attic fan, 3 air
conditioners, all new elec
trical, new roof plus ar
tistically decorated and lots
of storeage. Move-in! Upper
530'5, by owner;"753 7102. No
real estates please. 
FOR SALE basement house
and one acre on Highway
1346. Seven rooms, fireplace,
easy to heat, 2 large out
buildings, 12 miles from
Murray, close to Kentucky
Lake Must see to ap
preciate. Seen by ap
pointmentS mit/. 1502/ 437-
4645
,FOUR BED-ROOM, LBath
house for sale in Canterbury,
by owner. Call 753 7223. 
NEW HOME, 3 bedrooms, 2




CONCRETE & BLOCK work
Block garages, Casements,
driveways, walks, patios,




end basements. No job
too big or small. Free
estimates, all work
guaranteed. Phone 362
11664 after 5:30 p.m.
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.




Patching, also seal coating.
Phone 753-1537.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and air
conditioning. Call 753-7203 
MOBILE HOME anchors
and underpinning,
aluminum, in 3 colors, and
fiberglass roofs sealed Patio
awnings and aluminum
Carpet Care. 489 2774.  PING, driveways and sm
all
In colors. Phone 753 1873.
and efficient service. Custom
CARPET CLEANING, at 
carports, single and double,
reasonable rates Prompt
CARPET CLEANING, free 
MITCHELL BLACKTOP-
estimates,- satisfied
references, V 1537. ibra Vac steam 
jobs a speciality, also pat
or dry cleaning Call Lee's 
thing and seal coating 753
Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827 
CARPENTERS FRAMING
oor finish, no job too large or
Excellent references
 Call 759 1890 
OUR LETTERS DEMANDING PAY-CAR-PENTERSAVAILABLE, quality work,




DELUXE NEW 4 bedroom,
2! 2 batrthome in Canterbury.
Priced to sell. Call 753 3903
for further information.
NEW LISTING . 3 bedroom
brick, 2 baths, living room,
den with WB fireplace, 2 car
garage, central gas heat and
electric air, bcick porch and
patio, landscaped, kitchen
'has many cabinets, -.built in
dishwasher, diSposal, utility
room with W D connestions,
lots of storage, walk-in
closets Low 560's.
Appointment., only, 753 403
or (7131 5264591 3844 Lake
St., Houston, TX 77098.
OU-Att TY •.•C
STRUCT1ON, traditional
design. 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
located in • -atesborough
Circle with etitrernely low
Utility bills, extra large
master bedroom, all built in
appliances, gas grill, electric
air- cleaner, power
humidifier, pella windOws,
R-19 plus insulation. Priced
in 5,60's. 753-4775.
17. MOTORCYCLES
1976' tAN AM 175cc trail
bike, excellent condition,
$550. Call 753 4370, 753,8266,
or 753 3535.
1976 HONDA 550, 4. cylinder.
2,400 miles, excellent. Call
753-7765.
1 *PRESCRIPTIONS 'FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
'HOSPITAL. SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS




Free Estimates On Any Job
Large Or Small
436-2372
We, Danny and Twila Dunn would like
to announce the opening of Dunn's Elec-
tric. We are in business to serve people
honestly, economically, and efficiently.
As many of you know, my father is
William E. Dunn. He was employed by
the Calloway County School Board for 30
years and taught me the value of serving
people honestly.
Twila and I are looking forward to




1976 750 HONDA, LUGGAGE
rack, adjustible back rest,
crash bars, farin..,Will take
best offer. Call 753 7997 after
4 pm.
1976, 360, SUZUKI .DIRT
bike, many extras. Must sell!
$540. 436-2353..
1977 YAMAHA ENDURO
100, in good condition, $375
489,2184 after 5 pm.
YAMAHA MOTORCYCLE,
mpletely rebuilt, S300. Call
753- 46.
41. AUT ERVICE  
SUMMER'S rom ti-6 so let
the sun shine in, h a new
sun roof. Large seleclion. We
install. 753,8085.
49, USED CARS
BY OWNER 1978 four door
Fairmont, $4275 753 7349
1972 BUICK, 4-door, air, all
power, cruise,- excellent'
condition, 1800. 753 6084.
COLLECTORS ITEM, 1971
'Mark 111, loaded with
equipment and in good
condition, $2000 Prone 354
6691
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
41). USED CARS $2. BOATS 4 MOTORS  
can remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground, leaving
-,-14' DUAL RUNABOUT with,
1975 FORD GRAND Torino, 
linty sawdust and chips Call
65 hp Johnson, tilt trailer, .Tor free estimate, Steve Shawpower and air, will take loan perfect condition, 51200. 753- r5.3.9490. or Bob Kemp 435.value. $1450 Call 489-2595. •   4343. •
1974 MUSTANG-, low
mileage, extra nice. Call 753-
7997 afters pm. -
1971 PLYMOUTH FURY II,
power steering, brakes, and
air. FM radio, $400. Call 753
5610. • 
1975 PONTIAC BON-
NEVILLE, 2 door, AM-FM.
tape, electric windows, 51950.,
753 4445 
1977 SILVER FORD LTD
Landau, all extras, 30,000
miles Call 753 8921 after 4
pm 
sp. USE DIR UCKS 
1978 DODGE POWER -
WAGON, short wheel base
Call 492 8531.
FOR SALE 1972 Ford
pickup, 390 mOtor,
automattC-price $1100. Call
753 9957 after 6 pm 
1977 FORD RANGER
full time 4 wheel drive, tool_
box.-S4850- Call 753-8257
1974 Buick Regal, ex-
cellent condition, air,
AM•FM radio, must sell
Call after 5, 753-9964
Will consider reasonable
offer.
1974 COUGAR XR7, power
steering, power brakes, air,
1,2850. Phone between 9 am
and 5 Pm, 753 6068.
1977 CAPRICE CLASSIC,
p.s., p.b., a.c., AM FM, clean










condition, sleeps 6, 155 hp
Chrysler 10 motor 901 232
8666 or 901 232-8221
FOR SALE Jon boat with 2
swivel seats, trailer, 20 hp
Johnson Runs good, $650 or
best offer. Call 753 0912
between noon and 3 pm
16' FIBERGLASS boat,
motor and trailer,-5700 Call
7S3-2904 or 759 4601,
14' GLASSPAR
boat, 40 hp Johnson motor,
heavy duty trairfer, $550 or
best offer. 753-8612 
16' HOBBIECAT SAILBOAT
With trailer and all ac
cessories 753 3546 or 753
2372. ,
16' Lcpy PPc3FiLE, bronze
metal flag .Varl in Runabout,
1-40- -Mercury Moody- traile,r_
end skiis, $260. 492 8713
SALE! SIN;-,RK Wildflowlr
sailboat," 1 . foot, 3 adult%
hull 90 lbs hull reintocced
foam, uns ,rsable, with oars,
sails, alurr num mast and
boom, takes 5 hp outboad.
Never in •3ter Cost, $1000.




rodting, irm,'-ance work. Call
Murray ••ernodeling. 753-
5167
1973 CHEVELLE SS, 350,
bucket seats. 5.1200. 753-7147. .
1975 CHEVROLET FOUR
wheel drive, automatic,
Power . steering, power
brakes, S3500. Can be seen at
806 Coldwater Road.
FOR SALE 1974 Honda
Civic, asking 51600 Must
sel ff.-Can be seen at corner of
15th and Poplar. ,
FOR SALE. 1969 Buick
Electra 225, good condition.
Call 492-8475 after 5-_om
Auction Sale
Memorial Day May 28th
.11 a.m. weather permits, at the late S.
E. Haneline old Intme place on Highway
121 in Coldwater, KY.
All antique furniture, glass, china, stone and cast
iron items, radios, clocks, small appliances, quilt
tops, bed spreads, tools, ramps, hundreds of box,-
of glass and goociies.tosell by the_box..Far_iu
bedroom suite, new springs and mattresses, clie-s17
dressers, Jenny Lind bu bed. Lotsmore goodies. Fo,
information Call
Chistii's Auction Service




Bob Wynn, 753-4333 or
753-2975.
 S.
1971 GREMLIN, 6 CYLIN
DER, automatic and air,
51395 1973 Plymouth Duster,
6 cylinder, automatic,
steering, and air, S1275. Call
489 2595..
1976 LEMANS SPAORT
Coupe Double power-' and
air, 760 V8 engine, gets ex
cellent mileage, 5,1950 Phone
354 6217
MONTE CARLO, 63,000
• les, power and air, factory
.441S. L.4Silina5niz.
.• .jo
'4 - MONTE CARLO,
drlight blue with white
yl top, 47,000 miles,
•,(led, in excellent con-
- on. Phone 767-2557 .
• '4 MONTE cARLO,
rtnIght blue with white
y1 top, •47,000 miles,
-del, in excellent con
• on Phone 753 0905
1977' FORD PICKUP ; 37,000
miles, good condition. 753
1675 frorn 8 till 5 or 7-53 2615 or
753 2495 evenings
54 Loa SIDES, GOOD bed,
goor**-rnechanicalhi. Nas
dump bed, $900 Cali 753 5463
or 753 0144
51. CAMPERS
CAMPER TOPPER for long
wheel base truck, inWated
Call 753 4366 after 4 pm •
20 FOOT GILES travel
trailer, self contained, like
new, only used 4 times $3500.
Phone 753-4702
21 FOOT TERRY, 1976, fully
equipped, sleeps six, used
only 3 times No equity, pay
Off balance Call 436 1396
52. BOATS & MOTORS
14'OOT JON boat, 10 hp
Johns-On„ moor and trailer
with canv oveo-S425 Two
Beagles, one onths, one
22 months, 1,50 Calr.a3 5596
AIR COM' ESSORS andair
tools re:. 3 •edt Sales, Parts,
and Se. 442 9396
`BYARS SPOTHERS & Son,
Gener; rome remodeling,
framir3 aiiirninum siding,
gOtter,, and, roofing. call 1
395 49<,' or I 362.4J95. 
treCCK"e0E WORK, septic
tanks gravel and dirt
haul rg 713 5808 or 753 5706
BUS-COOING. ROOF
repa • ard new roofing,
build rc; tear downs, sum
mer :e houses, trailer roof
coo? f you need if well
proba , do it. Experienced
and guarenteed work. 753
2418 c"'ween8 am and 9 pm.
CAN' T those small jobs




srr al concrete lObs. Call 436-
2562' after 5 pm. 
COMP71qE AND -•save oft
cha fencing. Circle A





Floored and wady. Up to 12 v:24. Also born style, of
(ices, cottages, mobile home ad ant, and patios, or U
BUILD, pre cut completely ready to assemble up to 24






NEW OFFICE SOURS .
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Price of
IUIRCUT 82.00 PRICE SUAVE $1.75Paw 1.4•1••• 0•11. pie.. I s•-•  No.... 4•14,7 P.61. S.•••••‘.
Cl4sed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
FUN SHINE
The Fun of Good Living Shines in Pypry room of the
charming home in Lakeway Shores
3 BR, 2 B. Great Room with dramatie—ciathedral
ceiling for biting, dining, cooking
Rec room, family room with elePt FP. Central H/A
Large floating dock A bootit-ifel lake- view Price
874,200.00.
For Sale
Modular home, 24'x52', with three list's In Anderson
Shores. Completely furnished, ready to be moved
into. 3 bedrooms with 2 baths Like new only been
lived in a couple of weekends. Priced to sell at only
$28,500.00...
IN PIRATES COVE. . A RA ItE tiPPORTUNITY
Live on the water in a very nico mobile for a low,
low $16,50(t. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths. Ali apPbances and
most of the furnishings. New assumable nlortgagl.




354 8500 8590 8201
Res 354 8538
Write RI. 5, knton Ky 42025
located in,Aurola
DRIVEWAYS AND parking
areas white rocked and




FENCE SALES at Sears
needs.
now Call Bears 753 2310 for





FOR YOUR garden breaking
and disc ing, call 753.6123.
FOR YOUR hOme
alterations, repair, and
remodeling, also new homes





























WILL HAUL driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
Pea gravel. Call Roger
Hudson, 753 6763 or 753 4545.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guarenteecl
Call or write Morgan Con
struction Co., Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call day or night, 1 442-7026. 
WILLIE'S I.NTER1OR,
exterior painting Free
estimates Call 759-1867 after
5 pm. 
WILL PLOW and disk
gardens 753 1973 or 753 3413
410
53. SERVICES OFFERED
WILL DO plumbing, heating
apcl air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling around the
home. /53-2211 or 753 9600.
WILL WASH and wax your
cars vans, at your home. For
appointment call 753 3728, 7
toe am or 8 to 10 pm 
WILL DO ironing in my
home. 753 7579.
SS. FISED & SEED
FORREST SOY bean seed.
Call 135 4543
57. WANTED
PAYING NEW higher rate
for silver coins, 5,41.50 for 51 00
face Kennedy halves 1965 69,
775-cents Call Cooley in Paris,
1901) 642-5118.
WANTED: GOOD used,,
tiller, lawn mower, couch
and dinette set. 759-1975.
Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.
NEW BUSINESS IN TOWN




Excavating Et Dozer Work.









Saturday, May 26, 1979
10:30 A. M. Rain or Shine
RE.4LEST.4TE AND Ph:RSONAL PROPERTY
ALLE (RIVE ESTATE .
LOCATI),Nr: Smithwood and Kentucky. Cake Subdivision: near C
ypre.ss
Creek. Callotvav County:
REAL ESTATE: tue lrsi ,,s  2xbe 1972 Iob,Ie Home. also a detached
patio an d .familv room wit .hower and .fireplace. 'Trailer and .lamily room
complete with .furniture. ready to rtitkre into.
SOUL' 'Tits( 0\ II I 'ImPERT) : Sold .seperate. household armoire find
yard eqii I !intent.
TERMS: .Personal Property Cash - daY of sale.











James R.-Cash, The Auctioneer
Ph. .3024)23-8.Mb or b2.:1-69:19
I.:i NC} tARM. KENTLICKY
You'll like Doing Business With One of West Kentucky's Fittest Real Estate Firms
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REALTOR
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
CENTRALLY LOCATED on shaded lot, brick
-home with 4 or 5 bedrooms on two floors, newly
remodeled kitchen -with abundant cabinets, dish-
washer, range, refrigerator and disposal. Full
basement with bath, 4 rooms and outside en-








PAT MOBLEY PSI liSsn
GIIIS 'Si 6517
SOY WILLS IS, ISIS
Membei Mu1liLsU,ng i,ernie and Mundy (silnrar Bnard nl Reallnri
NEAT --3 bedroom horns with over 2000, ft.
1/2 basement, deck and patio All appliances,
including new microwave oven, stay with
home. Located ortlarge lot.
Completely Carpeted, 2 bedroom home, 'built







H. T. Waldrop 753-1390
Broker
WHEN YOU OWN A SPOT OF LAND YOU
OWN A PORTION OF THE WORLD!
'3 Acre lots ivith city water available
— just five minutes from city limits.
*Lake lots of your choice from $1,200
'Building lots in city school district for
only $2,500 and $3,500
'84 Acres choice farmland, includes 40
x 80 tool shed, stripping shed with bath
and heat, 2 tobacco barns, stock barn
and 3 bedroom farm house.
'150x128 lot in Meadow Green Acres,
only $3,500. City Water.
'15 Acres wooded land near Cypress
Creek. Owner will finance. An extra-
ordinary buy at $19,500.
Guy Spann Realty
SOS Sycamore 24 Nom Service 753-7724-anytime
. PM** %no /53-5125 ROSSO Sp yr loci' 153-5734
lay II  713 2431
Solon Spann, Managing Braker 153-1115




You'll know the real meaning of home when you
see this well constructed, newly decorated home
just 7 miles from town. Home features 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, family room with fireplace,
lovely landscaped yard, deck, and central elec-
tric heat and air. Located on a 160'3E350' lot. You
must see it to appreciate the quality. This may




See Boyd's Trailer Court, 3 miles east on Highway
94-2 Acres -5 trailers -8 additional spaces - $875 in-


















We're behind you all the way in
the finals of State ploy-off.






















Let A REALTOR® Sell Your Home
Selling your home takes time and effort — natural resources it pays to conserve. And
you could lose more than the commission you want to save if you don't know what you're
doing.
\ How do you set a realistic selling price? Is it safe to open your home for anybody who
'-wants to look around? Should you tie yourself down waiting for calls or visitors?
Turn4'ei‘problerrz (3$,er to an expert — A Realtor. Realtors are the real estate agents
who boiong14 the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTOBS, a group of more than
500,000 real estate,professionals in all 50 states. For more than 70 years, the Association











U.S. 841 North, Village Center
753-7411 Anytime
or Home Phone
Ron Talent 753-9894 Kennon 436-5676
Lou Ann Philpot 753-6643
Janice Aostin 753-8674
$5,400 REWARD - Yes, owner transferred and
it's time for him to leave and he's reduced the
price by $5,400 just for you. The beautifully
designed master kitchen puts everything at your
finger tips. The three bedrooms were designed to
meet the family's personal need for privacy, con-
venience, and comfort. Add living room, family
room and two baths and you have a very prac-
tical, family-oriented home setting on two acres.
OPEN HOUSE Sunday - June 3 - 2:00-4:00. You
can purchase prior to open house. Just dial 753-
1492 for your personal showing.
753-1492
...We're Raking Too Feel At Nein
1200 Sycamore
HOME AND INCOME
Look before lee too late at ttu.s great buy. Two garage apart-
ments rented Two bedroom apartment upstairs rented. Main
level could be lived in by owner or rented for more income.
Living room, dining room with bey window, kitchen roomy and
bright, family room with sliding glass doors to rear deck, 2
bedrooms, large bath, utility room with washer and dryer hook-
up and bath. All this on main level, economical gas heat Large
lot 375 feet deep. Call today for your appointment.
' HELPING PEOPLE IS OUR iiirsoreer





When you're ready to sell your home, use the pipeline that brings fast action and a fair
return. Call a REALTOR FIRST.
"As Realtors, one of our most important obligations to the sellers we represent is to
screen our prospects. We never send a prospect to you unaccompanied by one 04,
associates. We would never expect you to admit a prospect who might come to the door
or call you on the phone without first checking with us. Wouldn't you feel better with
your wife and children home alone under these cieclunstances? If a rough character
comes to the door, it is difficult for your wife to refuse to show, and she can't very well
telt each prospect to go away and come back when her husband is home."
REALTORS DON'T COST THEY SAVE!
MURRAY BOARD
OF REALTORS
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I Deaths and Funerals 1
Funeral Today For
Patricia N. Jones
Funeral services for Miss
Patricia Nell Jones are being
held today at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Glen Cope and . the Rev.
Gerald Owen officiating, and
the Warren Quartet providing
the music.
Serving as pallbearers are
Dr. Prue Kelly, Harley ,
Barnett, James Rose, Hayden
Morris, Marvin Holland, and •
Guy Luther. Burial will follow
in the Union Ridge Cemetery
in Marshall County.
Miss Jones, 22, died Wed-
nesday at 6 p.m. at the Baptist
Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn. She had been employed
as secretary for Radiology
Associates of Murray, Dr.
Prue Kelly and Dr. William R.
Wilson, was a 1974 graduate of
Calloway County High School,
and was a member of the
Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
Survivors include her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Jones, one sister, Sharon
Jones, two brothers, Gene and
Don Jones, and one nephew,
'Scotty Jones, all of Almo
Route 4r:her grandmothers,
Mrs. Minnie Carroll, Murray,
and Mrs. May Jones, Benton
Route 5. - • •
John K. McIntosh
Dies In Canada
John K. McIntosh, 91, father
of former residents of
Calloway County, died May 10
at Bath, New Brunswick,
Canada.
Survivors include two sons
and four daughters including
Mrs. Wylie Trenholm of
Carmi, Ill., formerly of
Murray, and Mrs. Eve Wet-
more of Mayfield. Other local
survivors include two gran-
dsons, John and Robert
Trenholm, and one grand-
daughter, Barbara Atkins,all
of Murray.
_Funeral and burial services
were held May 13 at
Glassville, New Brunswick,
Canada.
Those 'attending from this
area were Mr. and Mrs. Wylie
Trenholm, Carmi, 111., Mrs.
'Barbara Atkins, Murray, and




The funeral for Miss
Dorothy Irvan is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker officiating.
Serving as, pallbearers are
Jack, Tommy, and Jimmy
Christianson, George Weaks,
and Frank Shroat. Burial will
follow in the .Murray City
Cemetery.
Miss Irvan, formerly
associated with The Murray
Democrat newspaper in
Murray, died Wednesday at
the Westside Hospital, Nash-
ville, Tenn. She was 69 years
of age and had resided there
for several years.
Survivors include two




St. John's Episcopal Church
will celebrate Holy Com-
munion on Sunday, May 27, at
the 8:30 a.m. services. The
Rev. Stephen Davenport is the
vicar of the church.
Morning Prayer will be at
9:45 a.m., and Church School




Woman, Dies At 45
Robert S. Allen, son-in-law
of Mrs. S. V. ( Mary ) Foy of
Murray, died Thursday at 7
p.m. at a hospital in Colum-
bus, Ohio.
He was 45 years of age and
his death followed an illness of
about two weeks. Mr. Allen
was the district manager for
the Natural Gas Company at
-Columbus,
Mr. Allen is survived by his
wife. Mrs. June Foy Allen, and
twosims, Scott and Jeff Allen,
Columbus, Ohio; mother-in-
law, Mrs. Foy, and sister-in-
law, Mrs. Ted (Jennell)
Howard, Murray; two
brothers-in-law, William Foy,
Lexington, and Bobby 'Foy,
Columbia, S. C. .
- Funeral services will be
held Tuesday morning at the






The Rev. Clikrles Blair,
interim minister of the
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church, will speak at the 11
a.m. and 7 p.m. worship
serviees on Sunday. May 27, at
the 'church. Note the earlier
time for the evening service
due to the baccalaureate
service at Calloway County
High School.
James Key, deacon of the
week, will assist in the ser-
-viCe.
Special music will be.by the
Church Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Patsy
Neale as organist and Susie
Scott as pianist.
The ordinance of baptism
will be observed-at the mor-
ning service.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. with 'Jim Neale as
director, and ChurcheTraining




The Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church will hold
regular worship services on
Sunday, May 27, at 9:30 a.m.
with the pastor, the Rev.
Daniel Tucker, as the speaker.
Ralph Robertson will direct
the church choir as they sing
"Victory In Jesus" with Ricky
Cunningham as pianist.
Suriday School will be at
10:30 a.m. with Pat Robertson
as superintendent.
On Thursday the choir will




The meeting of the Murray-
Calloway County Senior
Citizens Board has been
changed from Tuesday, May
29. to Tuesday, June 5, ac-
cording to Tripp Thurman,
executive-director.
Thurman said the meeting
date was being changed due to
the primary election on May
29. The meeting will be at 1:30
p.m. at St. John's Center,
Main and Broach Streets,
Murrky.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
May 25.1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 4 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 303 Est 250 Barrows &
Gilts. steady Sows steady instancrs 50
lower on wgts. 50 lower 450 lbs
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. 343.00-43.50
US 2 200-240 lbw  142 50-43 OS
OS 2-3 2411250 lbs $41504250
US 2-4 260-2A0 lbs. $40.50-41 50
SOWS
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $37 0035 00
US I -3 300-450 lba $3600-3700
US 1-3 450-50011x K16.00-37 00
US 1-3 5004501bn  $37 00-36 00
2-3 300400  335.00-36.00
Poars 113 00-34.00
CAMPAIGNS HERE — U. S. Representative Carroll
Hubbard, left, candidate for the Democratic
nomination for governor of Kentucky in Tuesday's
primary, brought his campaign to Murray Thursday.
Hubbard is shown here talking with Charlie Lassiter.
...The News In Brief...
NATIONAL
STARKE, Fla. ( AP— John
A. Spenkelink, his room fot
legal maneuver almost gone,
was scheduled to die in the
electric chair at 10 a.m. today.
His lawyers, complaining the
state was playing rough,




The newly elected Title I
advisory councils of the ,
Murray City Schools met
recently to review the 1979
project , evaluation and ap-
prove the 1980 Title I ap-
plication.
New members of the
Murray Elementary School




Boamar, Mary Bartlett and
Glenda Roos.
Murray Middle School
Council members are Laverda
Johnson, Pat Jackson, Pat
Holt, Bernice Grogan, Sally
Duford, Ruth Daughaday,
Audrey Brown and Bill
Outland.
Murray High School Council
members are Mrs. Bobby
Fain, Dr. William Grasty,
Mrs. William Grasty, Mrs.
Haskel Smith, Mrs. Margaret
Vaughn, Mrs. Earl Owen, Roy
Weatherly and Eli Alexander.
In addition, a district ad-




Fenton and Mrs. Roos, who
were appointed by the
superintendent of schools to be
his representative.
Elected members are Mrs.
Fain, Mrs. Vaughn, Mrs.
Grogan, Mrs. Jackson, Mrs.
Brown, Mrs. Hendon, Mrs.
Outland and Mrs. Schroader.
The advisory councils are
elected for two-year terms,
and the majority of the
membership is made up of
parents of children who
participate in Title I
progranis. Their respon-
sibilities include reviewing the
program and making
suggestions concerning the






Church, located near Cold-
water, will hold its annual
homecoming on Sunday, May
27, according to the pastor, the
Rev. William Strong.
Sunday School will be at 10
aim., worship at 11 a.m.,
potluck luncheon at noon, and
singing in the afternoon
aturing the Liberty Boys of
along with other
singers. .
The public is invited to
attend, according to the Rev.
Strong. Harold Elkins is the
churct•tong leaddiwith Jean
Ann Strong k s the pianist.
tor one more stay of
execution. The deadline was
set early today after a panel of
three judges from the 5th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals_,,in
New Orleans removed a stay
imposed by an ,Atlanta
member of the appellate
court, effective at 9:30 a.m.
EDT.
BURLINGAME, Calif. I AP)
— The 55-day strike against
United Airlines, which cost the
carrier an estimated $8
million a day, has ended ̀with
union approval of a new
contract in time.for the airline
to cash in on some of the





(AP) — Former President
Richard Nixon is selling the
seaside estate he had once
hoped the United. States
government would want as an
historical shrine.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON ( AP ) —
While no one expects prices to
stop rising, '•anti-inflatiOn
official Barry" Bosworth says
relief may be in sight from the
kind of sharp increases
recorded in recent months for
food and fuel. The prediction
came as the government
prepared to release its
analysis of consumer prices in
April. '
INTERNATIONAL .
EL ARISH, Occupied Sinai
(AP) — Israel returned the
dusty Sinai Desert town of El
Arish to Egypt today in the
first firm step toward peace-
after angry Jewish settlers
gave up their fight to retain a
patch of nearby familand. The
6eremony marked the first




(AP) — Some 200 Sandinista
guerrillas were killed in four
days of fighting against
President Anastasio Somoza's
troops in Jinotega. the
garrison -commander says.
Col. Efrain S-antarnaria,
commander of the Jinotega
garrison, said about 500
guerrillas struck the town at 4
a.m. Sunday. An estimated
1,500 persons died in a two-
week, Sandinista-led uprising
against Somoza in September,
arid scores more have b --
killed in clashes since.
,
Stock Market
Prices of stock of lore irrterest at
noon, EDT, today, furru.sheel s the
Ledger & Ttrnea by First of Me higan.


























Consumer Prices Rise 1.1 Percent
In April, Labor Department Says
By EILEEN ALT POWELL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Led by the
biggest increase in gasoline prices in
mare than five years, consumer prices
rose 1.1 percent in April, the Labor
Department reported today.
It was the third consecutive month in
which consumer prices have risen by 1
percent or more. The March increase
was 1 percent, and February's was 1.2
percent.
If consumer prices continue to rise in
the next nine months as fast as they did
from February through April, they will
produce an annual inflation rate of 13.9
percent, the department's figures
show.
That is nearly double the Carter
administration's official target of a 7.4
Campaign.
grand jury to reveal the investigation of
40 FBI agents to be complaining about
my income tax as a private citizen." He
said he gave up his privacy already by
releasing a letter from his accountants
saying he paid 88.1 million in federal
income taxes, 8176,000 in state income
taxes and made charitable con-
tributions totaling $2.2 million between
1968 and 1978. Sloane
Sloane talked about coal and the
Tennessee Valley Authority and said
"mudslinging" among rivals was
• helping him. He said allegations among




A tractor-trailer truck caused an
estimated $10,000 damage to the Egners
Ferry Bridge at 6 p.m. Thursday on
U.S. 68-80.
The semi, driven by William D
Cordray, 53, North Miami Beach, Fla.,
was carrying load of rectangular
structural beams, weighing 7,000
pounds each, a Kentucky State Police
spokesman said. The spokesman said
the load was over-width and caught on
the structure of the bridge as Cordray
was driving across.
Four beams fell off the truck, causing
the damage to the bridge, the
spokesman said. The damage was
evaluated by the Kentucky Bureau of
Highways, he said.
Cordray's driving permit limited him
to Interstate 24, the West Kentucky
Parkway and 'U.S. 41, the KSP
spokesman said. His permit became
invalid since the accident occured on
US. 68-80, the spokesman added.
Trooper John Hall, who investigated
the accident, cited Cordray for
violating his permit, reports said.
Cordray stated that he traveled on U.S.
68-80 as an alternate route.
The truck was assigned from the C
and H Transport Co., Dallas.
percent inflation rate for 1979, and well
above the 9 percent rate for all of 1978.
In a related report, the Labor
Department said inflation and taxes
had combined to reduce further the
buying power of American workers.
The amount of money workers have to
spend fell 2.4 percent in April, the
Bureau of Labor Statistics said. So far
this year, the decline was 4.5 percent.
The report on the Consumer Price
Index indicated that the greatest price
increases in April involved tran-
sportation, up 2 percent for the month,
and housing, up 1.1 percent. Both
figures reflect large increases in oil
products.
Patrick Jackman, an economist who
heads the consumer price branch at the
Labor Department, said about 22 to 23
• • (Continued From Page One)
00
voters want a positive candidate. He
said he would be the best nominee
because "the Republicans have never
taken a statewide race in the last 30
years without taking Jefferson County
and we will take Jefferson County."
On coal, Sloane said he has long
advocated a national program as in-
tense as the space program to develop
methods of converting coal to clean-
burning liquid and gas fuels. He said if
a windfall profits tax is levied on oil
companies most of the revenue should
go to develop alternate energy sources.
He said short-term benefits for the coal
industry should include relaxation of
federal pollution standards to allow
burning of high-sulfur west Kentucky
coal.
He also said the TVA board should be
expanded from three to five to allow
Kentucky representation. He said there
are 200,000. WA customers in Ken-
tucky, and "we ought to have .better
input into.how. that power is delivered,
and the price, and alio the pollution
control devices, specifically at the
Shawnee -Steam Plant (at Paducah)."
, Hubbard
Hubbard visited 
Madisonville;Hopkinsville, Cadiz, Murray, Benton;
Kuttawa, Eddyville and Prestonsburg!
At Benton and Murray the Mayfield
resident said he is the only rural
resident in the Democratic race and
told voters, "I know you'll support me."
Hisheadquarters said he talked at
other towns about the need for the state
to coordinate efforts to develop
alternate filet and energy sources. He
proposed a special energy commission
to encourage developments of an
engine that would get better gas
mileage, help promote the -production
of gasohol from agricultural products,
and supervise plans for use of solar
energy and better insulation in
residential and commercial buildings.
White
White addressed a state Fraternal
Order of Pctice. convention in Bowling
Green. He said he believed he was
gaining in momentum over Nunn,
especially among Republicans in the
Louisville area.
Motorists Paying About
18.5 Cents More For Gas
NEW YORK (AP) —
Motorists lucky enough to find




Parents of Calipway County
school children are electing
Title I Parent Advisory
Councils.
Title • I programs in
Calloway County schools
serve children .in grade one
readiness and grades 2-5
reading.
Each elementary school will
elect an individual school
advisory council and at the
same time a district advisory




Councils are elected for a two
year period and are composed
of a majority of members who
are parents of children to be
served. Ballots were sent
home Thursday of this week
and were to be returned today.
Anyone having questions,
may call 753-3033.
All parents of children in
Calloway County . schools
should vote, on the district
advisory council Whether or
not they haste, children par-
ticipating in a Title! program,
a spokesman said.
Memorial, •Day weekend will
be paying about 18.5 cents a
gallon more for their gas than
they did last year, aCcording
to an industry newsletter. •
And while government
figures show oil companies
have cut back shipments of
gasoline to dealers by about 10
percent nationally, Americans
still seem to be driving as
much as possible.
"People are going to buy
gas regardless of the price,"
said Allen Bender, a gas
station dealer on New York's
Long Island. "Rut now they
have to walk to the corner
grocery store' instead of
driving."
;According to the I,undberg
Letter, which compiles
gasoline' price figures from
surveys of 16,700.stations, the
national average price of
regular unleade81 gas at full-
service stations is 84.8 cents a
gallon, up from 66.3 cents a
year ago. Prices of "leaded
regular and premium gas
have made similar jumps.
In Long Island, the average
price of a gallon of unleaded
regular gasoline has risen
from 67.7 cents a gallon to 89,9
cents since last May, a 22.2-
cent jump, according to the
Lundberg Letter.
Meanwhile, New Jersey
station owner Tom Jacobsen
. reports that "business is up."
percent of the price index increase was
. due to gasoline.
' Food prices, which began moderating
somewhat in March, rose 0.9 percent in
April. Most of the increase was at-
tributed to continued high beef and veal
prices.
The report Indicated, however, that
pork prices *declined and poultry prices
were steady, giving consumers more
reasonably priced alternatives to beef.
Fresh vegetable prices also dropped.
Still, food prices were nearly 12
percent ahead of April 1978, Labor
statistics show.
The.Camsomer Price Index stood at
211.5 in April. 'Ibis means that items
that cost a consumer $100 in 1987 now
would cost 8211.50.
Before the price index was released,
anti-inflation official Barry Bosworth
had indicated there might be some
relief in food prices, adding that
**hopefully, the worst of the fuel price
increases are behind us."
While the government was releasing
the latest consumer price figures, the
AFL-CIO was releasing the first report
of its nationwide "price watch" begun
in April.
"Early returns from the monitor-
s. reflect a continuing upsurge in the
prices on all orG of consumer goods,"





Auditions for the Community
Theatre's production at "To Kill A
Mockingbird" will be held Tuesday,
• May 29, at 3:30 and 7 p.m. in the
meeting room of the Calloway County
Public Library.
"To Kill A Mockingbird" is the
second production of the Theatre's 1979
Playhouse In The Park series.
According to director Richard
Valentine, the show contains roles for
20 people, including several excellent
roles for black actors and actresses.
"We will also be needing a lot more
people to help out with set construction,
lighting, costuming, and many other
aspects of the production," .he said.
"Anyone Interested in getting involved
in the production is invited to attend
auditions."
"To Kill A Mocking bird ," adapted
from Harper Lee's award-winning
novel, is set in a quietsouthern town in
1935. The action centers around a small-
town attorney and his defense of
young black man who has been wrongly
accused of a crime.
The show will be presented the final
weekend-in June and the first weekend
of July in the new city-county park.
Those wishing further information
regarding auditions or anY, Playhouse
In The Park activities may contact the
Community Theatre by calling 759-1752.
Clip and Save-'
LOOK!
Grand Opening later this summer I
and open today by telephone
SCODEN INCORPORATED
Located in Murray, Ky. and serving this
area and the Midwest in:
*Coins and Numismatic supplies
•Stamps and Philatelic supplies
'Gold and Silver Investments
•Scoden Incorporated is proud- to be this
area's authorized. dealer Jar- the Conodiati
Gold Beaver (a pure gold bullion coin) 
Sold in
_I ounce and ' 2 ounce sizes with a fineness of
9999 There is noalloy in this coin(
•Avciilable for collectors-Proof quality
Canadian Gold Beavers
*General and special merchandise. purchased on
request at low retcliT prices theirwitt pfeasarrthrier--
prise you I
Coll us today for further info?motlon or iusf
 to chat about what
you would like to see in the shop Our nu
mber is
Area Code 502 753-5051






As a special consideration to our Gold and
Silver investment customers, we offer 24
hr. a day service by telephone for gold and
silver quotations and purchases from 9:30
a.m. on Monday-Midnight Saturday. Ex-
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c
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b
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i
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c
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h
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h
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u
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 C
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d
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h
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